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 This non-traditional journalism thesis project consists of a series of three articles about 
the phenomenon of toxic masculinity in contemporary society. The first of these articles explains 
the definition of toxic masculinity, discusses the way the issue is portrayed in different segments 
of the media, and covers two relevant flashpoints in the societal discussion around masculinity in 
2019: an advertising campaign from the Gillette razor brand and the American Psychological 
Association’s Guidelines for Psychological Practice with Boys and Men. The second article in 
this series discusses the role adult male mentorship plays in influencing the way boys conceive 
masculinity, with a specific focus on sports coaches. The final article is a narrative, first-person 
essay examining my own relationship with masculinity throughout my life, as well as what I 






What does it mean to be a man? In contemporary society, there are widely accepted 
assumptions about what types of behavior constitute being a “real” man or not. Be brave. Strive 
to be tough, all the time, even when it’s hard. Avoid things that are “girly” or feminine—if you 
don’t, people might think you’re weak. Boys receive messages like this from all sorts of sources 
from an early age, influencing them to suppress emotion, to consider strength the ultimate virtue, 
to do whatever it takes to get what they want, and to never stop asserting dominance (Balvin, 
2017). And when young men take these lessons to the extreme by acting out in an overly 
aggressive fashion, whether it’s a young schoolyard bully antagonizing weaker kids or the 
alleged debaucherous, drunken antics of current U.S. Supreme Court Justice Brett Kavanaugh, 
all too often these transgressions are written off by those in power who buy into the idea that 
“boys will be boys,” as if all men are predestined to act badly due to the amount of testosterone 
they have (Altavas, 2019). 
The phrase “toxic masculinity” refers to the effects of a worldview that emphasizes and 
extolls the virtues of behaviors and traits that are considered traditionally masculine to the 
extreme (Salam, 2019). According to many experts, this exaggerated, limited idea of what 
constitutes traditionally acceptable manhood has negative repercussions for everyone in society. 
They point to the facts that men commit vastly more violent crimes than women and that men 
commit suicide at a much higher rate than women in virtually every country in the world as 
likely results of this societal pressure to conform to the tenets of traditional masculinity (Fortin, 
2019). While all men experience and approach masculinity differently due to how factors like 
race, sexuality, and social-class impact their lived experiences, sociology and gender research 
has been able to define a set of so-called idealized masculine tendencies, or “traditional 
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masculinity ideology” that reflects the values of the predominantly white, heterosexual, 
cisgender, middle-to-upper-class men at the top rung of the privilege latter in contemporary 
Western society (Pappas, 2019) (Cheng, 1999). 
In August of 2018, the American Psychological Association issued its first-ever set of 
working guidelines for treating men and boys (APA, 2018). Just like they’d done with other 
groups in the past, such as women and girls, the LGBTQ community and different ethnic and 
linguistic minority groups, the APA marshaled its resources and over the course of several years 
sought input from hundreds of researchers, psychologists, to determine a set of best practices to 
help psychologists and mental health practitioners better serve their patients. In these 10 new 
guidelines, the APA put forth its finding that males who are socialized to conform to traditional 
masculinity ideology are more likely to suffer from both mental and physical health problems, 
and provided recommendations for how to mitigate the harmful effects of this socialization 
(Pappas, 2019). 
These guidelines were intended to help psychologists better assist their male clients in 
their pursuit of living healthy, happy lives, but in some right-wing media circles, they were 
perceived as an all-out assault on men. This backlash began to occur in earnest in the early 
months of 2019 after the APA’s new guidelines received increasing press coverage. Primarily, a 
large number of right-wing media figures attacked the APA, accusing the group of misusing their 
position of authority to try and brainwash an unwitting public (French, 2019) (Satel, 2019) 
(Berry, 2019). Some claimed that biology alone is the result of differences in behavior between 
men and women, and that if anything was to blame for the problems modern men are facing, it 
was more likely to be a lack of emphasis on traditional masculinity in today’s society (French, 
2019). 
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 The goals of this project are to provide a high-level overview of toxic masculinity for the 
uninitiated, to examine the current debate around how masculinity is thought about in America, 
to look into how mentors to boys and young men in North Carolina are responding or reacting to 
the evolving discussion around healthy versus toxic masculinity, and to research how different 
men’s organizations are working to educate men about how to embrace and express a more 
positive, inclusive form of masculinity.  
In particular, I believe North Carolina’s unique political and social climate makes it a 
fascinating place to examine these trends up-close. North Carolina is in flux—the state finds its 
historically old-fashioned, socially conservative Southern cultural identity at conflict with the 
growing power of increasingly culturally diverse major cities like Raleigh and Charlotte due to 
rapid growth in urban development and a tech-job boom that’s attracting large numbers of non-
Southerners to relocate to the Tar Heel state (Christensen, 2018). Long-held attitudes about 
gender roles, the social construction of gender, and the historic expression of uniquely Southern 
models of ideal masculinity have been and continue to be challenged, and I believe that tug-and-
pull between the forces of modernity and traditionalism in North Carolina makes this region an 
interesting environment in which to analyze these increasingly accepted ideas about the role of 
masculinity in society today. One data point that supports the need for an examination into 
masculinity in North Carolina specifically is the reported rate of sexual assault at UNC-Chapel 
Hill, the state’s flagship public university; an American Association of Universities survey found 
that one in three female undergraduates report that they’ve been sexually assaulted while at 
UNC, versus the rate of one in four the AAU found nationally (Murphy, 2019). While not all 
young men who conform to so-called traditional masculinity commit sexual assault, there is a 
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definite link between toxic expressions of masculinity, rape culture, and the devaluation of 
women (Katz, 2003). 
 
A big part of why I was drawn to the subject of toxic masculinity is my experiences with 
the pressures of conforming to traditional masculinity growing up as an emotionally sensitive 
white male in rural Texas. Throughout my childhood, but particularly in my late pre-teen years, I 
was bullied by my fellow male classmates for not being able to control my emotions. I was such 
a sensitive child that I would often break into tears, and in the sixth grade I lost two close friends 
when they became increasingly angry with how I would tearfully react to them giving me a hard 
time about things like the kind of music I enjoyed and perceived slights from them toward me. 
On top of that, the fact that I was known for being one of the smartest kids in my small-town was 
simultaneously a gift and a curse. While I eventually gained a wide circle of friends, I felt 
emasculated by the fact that I was pigeonholed by my peers as being a nerd first and foremost in 
a culture that prioritized athleticism and macho-posturing by boys.  
This was all complicated by the conflicting messages I received about masculinity from 
my father growing up. My dad, an emotional person himself, taught me at an early age that there 
was nothing wrong with boys crying or otherwise publicly displaying their emotions. But at the 
same time, even though both of my parents encouraged my academic pursuits and heaped praise 
on me for being a smart kid, I always felt pressure from my dad to prove myself by excelling in 
athletics, specifically baseball. My dad self-deprecatingly describes his younger self as “the fat 
funny kid,” and I think his own feelings of being inadequately athletic and thus less masculine 
than the norm made him push me to continue playing baseball until I was 12, even though I 
wanted to quit at least a year earlier. I love my father tremendously and have a fantastic, healthy 
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relationship with him, but I still remember the pain I felt when he yelled at me in his truck in our 
driveway when I told him I wanted to quit the team, calling me a fat-ass and accusing me of 
being a quitter before he told me I had to play for another season whether I liked it or not. 
The last way I’ve personally grappled with the influence of toxic masculinity is through 
my struggles coming to grips with my own sexuality, which I don’t intend to be a part of the 
public-facing portion of this project but feel is important to address here. I’ve recently come to 
the realization that I identify as bisexual. Looking back at my life, I think a huge part of why I 
wasn’t able to embrace or even verbalize this part of my identify (and a big part of why I still 
prefer to keep it private to most people outside of my longtime partner and my closest friends) is 
the pervasive homophobia I’ve witnessed growing up in socially conservative Southwest Texas 
and from members of my extended family who are right-wing conservative Christians, even 
though my neither of my parents are prejudiced toward the LGBTQ community at all. I’m also 
still coming to grips with how the overly-masculine, demonstratively-macho culture of heavy 
partying within the social circle I chose to be part of in my college years impacted this delayed 
self-realization about my identity. I can now see in retrospect how the usually subliminal 
homophobia of the boys-club atmosphere I embraced caused me to subconsciously suppress 
what I now realize were some of the first inklings I had that potentially I wasn’t as straight as I 
thought I was, and that’s recently been the cause for a great deal of self-reflection and personal 
contemplation about how powerful and oftentimes harmful the pressures of masculinity can be. 
 
 For this project, I plan to consult gender and psychology scholars and writers to learn 
more about the contemporary debate surrounding traditional masculinity, its excesses, and how 
recent milestones like the APA’s new guidelines for men have affected the conversation. In 
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addition, I will seek out local professionals who work with and counsel young boys and men, 
such as school counselors, psychologists, social workers and leaders of groups such as the Boy 
Scouts of America and the Boys & Girls Club of America (two of that nation’s largest after 
school programs for boys that both have local chapters) to gain insight as to how the current 
conversation about the effects of traditional masculinity in society is impacting their work (and 
whether or not they’re responding to or simply reacting to that conversation).  
Lastly, I will write an essay-style piece that would simultaneously examine the 
experience of participating in men’s organizations that strive to foster a less toxic, more healthy 
masculinity in their members and how effective I feel their programming is in fostering these 
healthy attitudes about masculinity. I’ll also examine my personal experiences growing up as a 
boy in America, and will discuss the struggles I’ve had over the years and the pressure I felt (and 
still feel) to conform to societally accepted ideas about traditional masculinity. In this piece, I’ll 
combine my experiences participating in these men’s health and support groups with examples 
of the conflicting messages regarding masculinity and its expression I received from my parents, 
my extended family, my friends and fellow public-school classmates, and the culture at large in 
my rural Texas hometown to provide further evidence and insight into the social phenomenon of 






Recent gender studies and sociology of gender literature 
 To properly frame a project about a concept like toxic masculinity, it’s important to start 
with a high-level discussion of the evolution of the popular understanding of gender both in the 
academy and in the world at large. To make this a manageable overview for the purposes of this 
project, I’ll anchor this brief survey in the mid-20th century, when French existentialist Simone 
de Beauvoir asserted her belief that “One is not born, but becomes, a woman,” in her 1949 book 
The Second Sex (Du Plessix Gray, 2010).  
In The Second Sex, de Beauvoir speaks eloquently about how pressure for women to 
conform to the societal archetype for womanly behavior had more to do with the way women 
typically acted than did biological factors (Ibid). Decades later, a 1987 research article titled 
Doing Gender published in the journal Gender & Society by sociologists Candace West and Don 
Zimmerman elaborated on the concept of the difference between biological sex and gender in 
society that de Beauvoir had previously discussed in her work. West and Zimmerman articulated 
that biological sex and gender should be decoupled due to fundamental underlying differences—
while biological sex was determined by the presence or absence of certain physical, medical 
factors such as chromosomes, hormones, and genitals, they argued that gender is unique in that it 
is instead “a routine accomplishment embedded in everyday action” (West and Zimmerman, 
1987, p. 1). They outline how instead of being an innate quality that an individual possesses, 
gender is socially constructed and reinforced through a constant feedback loop of actions based 
on one’s understanding of socially accepted norms of correct and historically acceptable 
gendered behavior and the reactions to how these actions are accepted or rejected by society 
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(Ibid). In other words, gender identity can be considered a type of performance, both individually 
and collectively, that in and of itself reinforces the popular gender power hierarchy in society. 
 The philosopher and gender theorist Judith Butler has also written extensively about 
gender as a performative, social construct in her work, which played a pivotal role in the feminist 
movement during the 1990s and remains influential to this day. Much of Butler’s widely-cited 
1990 book (and its subsequent editions) Gender Trouble focuses on the outwardly performative 
aspects of gender, and how participating in this type of gendered performance is a pervasive, 
involuntary part of society that all people take part in whether they realize it or not (Butler, 
2008).  
Hegemonic masculinity 
Within the power hierarchy present in society, men have historically enjoyed a position 
of power and influence over women broadly (typically white, cisgender, heterosexual men). And 
within that hierarchy, men who are able to most fully embody the most extreme adherence to the 
qualities and traits historically associated with masculinity have reaped the societal benefits of 
what sociologists and psychologists call hegemonic masculinity. Hegemonic masculinity is 
defined broadly as “the dominant notion of masculinity in a particular historical context” 
(Kupers, 2005, p.716). Hegemonic masculinity can also refer to the systematic dominance of 
men who meet this standard of aggressive, dominant heterosexuality and the accompanying 
societal subjugation of women and homosexual men based on their expressed or perceived 
femininity. In the context of contemporary American culture, hegemonic masculinity is 
particularly marked by traits such as “a high degree of ruthless competition, an inability to 
express emotions other than anger, an unwillingness to admit weakness or dependency, 
devaluation of women and all feminine attributes in men, (and) homophobia...” (Ibid). The 
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concept of hegemonic masculinity was thoroughly outlined by the sociologist R.W. Connell in 
the 1990s, specifically in her seminal 1995 book Masculinities (Connell, 1995).  
In Connell’s view, the key factors of hegemonic masculinity are a rejection of the 
feminine, domination of women, and a stratified system of dominance within men, and, in 
Western society, largely reflects traits associated with white, middle-class, heterosexual men 
(Ibid). Even though most men don’t fully express every one of the traditionally masculine traits 
that make up the hegemonic ideal (aggression, stoicism, competitiveness, thrill-seeking, etc.), 
Connell posits that this ideal serves as a barometer that men use to measure where they fit into 
the patriarchal power structure of Western society (Ibid). 
 
Intersectionality and hegemonic masculinity 
 
 When discussing hegemonic masculinity and the societal benefits afforded to men in 
contemporary society, it’s important to note that individual factors such as race, class, and 
sexuality have an important role in shaping the specific ways different groups of men view and 
experience masculinity. This is where the theory of intersectionality comes in handy, which is 
broadly defined by Kimberlé Williams Crenshaw as the interconnected way that the multiple 
demographic categories people fall into (including but not limited to sex, gender, race, ethnicity, 
and social class) overlap and form diverging levels of relative discrimination and privilege 
(Crenshaw, 1991).  
All men experience masculinity differently—by looking through an intersectional lens, or 
in other words, by trying to factor-in how the multiple identities and social categories any given 
man shares or fits into effect the relative level of discrimination they face and privilege they 
enjoy in society, we see that different groups of men benefit from the societal privileges 
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bestowed by hegemonic masculinity to varying degrees. For example, gay men tend to find 
themselves subordinate in status to heterosexual men due to mainstream masculinity’s history of 
homophobia and rejection of the feminine (Demetriou, 2001), non-white men find themselves 
lacking the institutional power advantages that white men in contemporary Western society 
enjoy due to the influence of white supremacy (Connell, 1995), and impoverished men who are 
unable to serve the traditionally expected male role of man-of-the-house and breadwinner for 
their families are likewise viewed as inferiorly masculine in the eyes of their fellow men and by 
society (Cheng, 1999). 
 
Toxic masculinity as concept and phenomenon 
Having centered this discussion of masculinity in society on the definition of gender as a 
socially constructed, performative phenomenon and the pervasive structure of hegemonic 
masculinity, we can now better outline the associated concept of toxic masculinity. The concept 
of toxic masculinity refers to the delineation of the traits that hegemonic masculinity 
encompasses which specifically have a negative, destructive impact on society when actualized 
by men and boys (Salam, 2019). These traits include the practices of violent domination, greed, 
misogyny, and homophobia. In other words, masculinity becomes toxic when men act based on 
stereotypical, hegemonic notions of masculine behavior in a way that negatively impacts those 
around them (Ibid). 
The term toxic masculinity was coined in the mid-1980s by Shepherd Bliss, a 
psychologist and a leader of what came to be known as the mythopoetic men’s movement 
(Sculos, 2017). In an article in Yoga Journal magazine, Bliss described the mythopoetic 
movement as a group that “seeks to learn from ancestors and retrieve wisdom from the past that 
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can be applied to the lives of men today” (Bliss, 1986, p.1). The mythopoets sought to bring 
disaffected men together, and through sharing stories and myths about a so-called essential, 
primal ideal of masculinity, emphasizing the importance of male-to-male emotional support, and 
by performing symbolic rituals in communal organized retreat settings, these men would then 
reap the purported therapeutic benefits of a newfound connection and understanding of their 
manhood (Ibid). In an interview about the origins of his use of the phrase “toxic masculinity,” 
Bliss described the concept as referring to the abusive, overly power-focused, emotionally 
repressed part of the male psyche (Roberts, 2019). The mythopoetic movement was pitched to 
men as an antidote to both this so-called toxic strain of masculine behavior, as well as an answer 
to what some influential mythopoets like Robert Bly considered to be negative repercussions of 
the feminist movement that through mass media had (allegedly) made modern men more “soft” 
and emasculated (McCombs, 1991). 
The contemporary understanding of the concept of toxic masculinity has been 
exemplified in the work of psychologist Terry Kupers, primarily through his extensive research 
studying masculine behaviors and norms of incarcerated American men. Kupers found that the 
populations of incarcerated men he studied strictly adhered to an exaggerated, performative 
expression of masculinity that led them to suppress all emotions other than anger and to refuse to 
admit vulnerability, lest they face ridicule from or physical attacks by their peers. He also 
observed that the incarcerated men who bought into this overemphasis of the so-called 
“traditional” masculine identity were less likely to admit vulnerability and seek out aid for 
mental health issues they experienced (Kupers, 2005).  
The continued perpetuation of toxically masculine ideologies is not just an example of 
the lack of nuance in much of contemporary discourse about gender roles, but is a significant 
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threat to the physical safety of people everywhere. The societal expectation men feel pressured 
by to never stray from the ideals of hegemonic masculinity has resulted in not only internal 
psychological conflict, but a great deal of external violence as well. For example, violent crime is 
by and large a male issue—statistics show that “77% of aggravated assaults,” “86% of armed 
robberies,” “86% of domestic violence incidents resulting in physical injury,” “approximately 
90% of murder(s),” and “99% of rapes” are committed by men (Katz, 2013). 
In addition to these external effects, men who have internalized the importance of 
adherence to these ideals of “proper” masculine behavior experience negative health outcomes. 
Just like the trend of refusing to seek out mental health assistance observed by Kupers, men are 
adversely affected by the pressures of conforming to stereotypical masculinity in a number of 
ways. Echoing the findings of Kupers from his study of incarcerated men, psychologist Omar 
Yousaf’s research found that men who strongly believed in the importance of traditional 
masculinity were more reluctant to seek out psychological health services than were men who 
had a less strictly interpreted, more flexible relationship with norms around masculine behavior 
(Yousaf, 2015). Similarly, a study by social scientist Kristen Springer found that men who most 
strongly believed in the importance of conforming to stereotypical behavioral norms about 
masculinity were “half as likely” as men with less extreme opinions about the issue to seek out 
preventative health care (Springer, 2011). Another study led by James Mahalik concluded that 
conforming to masculine norms was strongly correlated with increased engagement in high-risk 
behaviors like drinking alcohol in excess and using tobacco (Mahalik, 2007).  
The recognition of these negative trends associated with men’s adherence to norms 
prescribed by the worldview of toxic masculinity is what led the American Psychological 
Association to create and disseminate their first-ever set of guidelines for psychological health 
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practitioners who work with boys and men. Similar to other guidelines previously developed 
over the years for working with various demographic groups such as gay/lesbian/bisexual 
persons, racial and ethnic minorities, transgender or gender non-conforming persons, and 
girls/women, the APA’s new guidelines for men and boys were created with the aim to “improve 
service delivery...stimulate public policy initiatives...and provide professional guidance” (APA, 
2019).  
According to the APA, the decision to develop guidelines for men and boys was based on 
a long-developing shift from only considering cisgender, heterosexual males in contemporary 
society as the norm by which other non-male groups were judged against and toward the 
realization that men and boys are susceptible to serious negative repercussions of “socialization 
for conforming to traditional masculinity ideology” which hinges on “anti-femininity, 
achievement, eschewal of the appearance of weakness, and adventure, risk, and violence”—or, in 
other words, meets the definition of toxic masculinity (Ibid). 
 
Contemporary perspectives 
 As the concept of toxic masculinity has become an increasingly common topic in gender 
scholarship, it has begun to pop-up more in the popular, contemporary discourse around gender 
in society. It’s now widely accepted by prominent feminist thought-leaders that societal 
expectations for boys and men to strictly adhere to the traditional, stereotypical views of proper 
masculine behavior have a negative impact on both men and the women in their lives (Valenti, 
2018) (Newsom & Congdon, 2015). And more often than not, this understanding of the danger 
of toxically masculine socialization comes with the acknowledgement that it’s possible to steer 
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boys and men toward a healthier, wider range of what constitutes acceptable masculine behavior 
through education and the encouragement of honest self-reflection by men. 
 The feminist journalist and author Soraya Chemaly has written about how making a 
conscious effort to reject use of the passive-voice in conversations and media coverage around 
violence perpetrated by men can be an important step in forcing society (and men specifically) to 
reckon with the overwhelming role entrenched ideas about masculinity play in violent crime 
(Chemaly, 2012). She also calls for the need to educate men about how the historical assumption 
that men are intrinsically more likely to be violent due to their innate biology can often serve as 
an excuse for society to let men off the hook more easily for choosing to resort to violence (Ibid). 
Chemaly’s work also challenges the societal expectation that women refrain from expressing 
anger publicly, making the case that female anger is often righteous and justified, which is 
another way her work has contributed to the growing scrutinization of traditional gender roles 
(Chemaly, 2018). 
 Another prominent feminist, Jessica Valenti, has called for the need to provide boys and 
men with alternative models for how to express themselves and their masculine identity that are 
separate from traditionally simplistic and toxic stereotypes of proper masculinity, similar to how 
the modern feminist movement has provided girls and women with alternative examples of 
positive femininity that don’t follow from sexist, traditionally patriarchal expectations of how 
women should act. Showing boys and men that there’s another, healthier model of masculinity 
that they can follow, Valenti argues, could serve as a pivotally important bulwark against the 
quickly-growing anti-feminist, misogynistic male ideologies that many boys and young men are 
increasingly drawn to online (Valenti, 2018). 
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 Jackson Katz, an educator and filmmaker whose work focuses on masculinity, sexism, 
and media literacy, makes a compelling argument about how depictions of toxically masculine 
behavior in mass media play an important role in the socialization of boys and young men to 
believe that they have to adhere to a traditionally masculine worldview that encourages 
misogyny, homophobia, and violence in order to be seen as so-called “real-men.” Through his 
series of Tough Guise films, Katz attempts to deconstruct popularly accepted myths about what 
constitutes proper masculine behavior, and encourages men to acknowledge their own collective 
culpability in the fact that violent crime is overwhelmingly perpetrated by men throughout the 
civilized world (Katz, 2013). 
 More recently, Jennifer Siebel Newsom and Jessica Congdon’s 2015 documentary, The 
Mask You Live In, provided a thorough examination of the ways that young boys are socialized 
to push themselves toward an unhealthy expression of traditional masculine ideology that 
encourages misogyny, rejects expressing emotions other than anger, and promotes a level of 
stoicism that prevents them for seeking out help when facing mental health problems. By 
incorporating extensive research and statistics about the negative repercussions of adhering to 
this limited view of proper masculinity, along with interviews with subject matter experts like 
Katz, Kupers, and prominent masculinity scholar Michael Kimmel, Newsom and Congdon’s film 
aims to provide a counter-balance to the societal factors that promote toxic masculinity, with the 
goals of educating viewers about what they can do to help the boys and men in their lives and 
encouraging boys and men to do away with the figurative “mask” of stoicism and performative 
hyper-masculinity they are taught to hide behind (Newsom & Congdon, 2015). 
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Praise and backlash: the place of traditional gender roles in the American culture wars 
In America, the concepts of gender as a social construct and of toxic masculinity have 
entered the fray of the ongoing “culture war” between right-wing social conservatives who 
deride these theories as overly ignorant of the influence of human biology and left-wing social 
progressives who acknowledge and accept the academic consensus on both topics. 
An especially salient recent example of this divide is the reaction to the numerous 
accusations of sexual harassment, sexual assault, and rape by current U.S. president Donald 
Trump (at least 23 accusations since the 1980s) (Rupar, 2018). Even after then candidate Trump 
was found to have bragged about committing sexual assault in the infamous Access Hollywood 
tapes, a majority of Republican voters (as evidenced by his ultimate victory in the election) seem 
to have accepted the explanation that his comments were just “locker room talk,” a euphemism 
for the way men speak to each other about women in private, that shouldn’t be taken seriously 
(Nelson, 2017). Trump’s attempts to minimize the seriousness of his comments clearly show a 
strategy of clinging to the old “boys will be boys” defense; he made the case that he didn’t say 
these things because he’s a misogynist, but because he’s a testosterone-riddled man, and all men 
talk this way. The fact that there was a subsequent public debate and discussion about whether or 
not this was an adequate defense is indicative of the political dimension of how views can differ 
about the basis for gender differences (Harper, 2016). 
A 2017 Pew Research Center survey of Americans on the topic of gender issues showed 
a significant divide along partisan political lines in attitudes about how gender is constructed and 
toward the basis for gender roles in contemporary society. For example, 65% of Democrats and 
Democratic-leaning independents said they believed differences in how men and women act as 
parents are mostly based on societal expectations, while 67% of Republicans and Republican-
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leaning independents surveyed said they believed these differences were mostly due to biology. 
The same trend held true (albeit less strongly for Republicans) concerning the cause of the 
differences in how men and women express their feelings (68% of Dems/Dem-leaning 
independents blame society, while 56% of Rep/Rep-leaning independents blame biology) 
(Horowitz & Stepler, 2017). These statistics don’t prove that a majority of Republicans don’t buy 
into the idea that traditional masculinity can have harmful effects, or that a majority of 
Democrats accept that toxic masculinity is a real threat to society. But in the absence of specific 
research or surveys on the concept of toxic masculinity, these statistics on beliefs about the 
origins of gender roles show that there are key differences in how most Democrats and most 
Republicans think about the root causes of allegedly traditional gender roles and how they are 
expressed. 
 
North Carolina’s social-political climate 
North Carolina is part of the traditional American South, so any examination of 
masculinity in the state would do well to examine the particular elements of Southern 
masculinity, which gender scholars and sociologists have found to be a unique form of masculine 
expression influenced by the unique political history of the South. According to Southern 
masculinity scholar Craig Friend, there are multiple masculine archetypes that men in the South 
have held themselves up to historically. Two of the main archetypes that arose in the post-Civil 
War South include the Christian gentleman archetype and the masculine martial archetype 
(Friend, 2009).  
The Christian gentleman archetype espouses a pious traditional Christianity combined 
with a dedication to a patriarchal power structure that dictates a strong man must show mastery 
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of his household. The masculine martial archetype taps into the way that white Southerners 
lionized the lost-cause of the Confederacy by holding up Confederate soldiers as valiant heroes 
who were justified in using violent force to fight against what they felt was an immoral attempt 
by the North to destroy their culture. These two archetypes both rely on the principles of mastery 
and honor, and reinforced to Southern men that the ideal man was at the top of the social 
hierarchy within his own home and was bound by a sense of honor to respond with aggression to 
combat any challenges to their way of life. Furthermore, these archetypes rejected the allegedly 
effeminate intellectual elitism of the North, and encouraged misogyny and homophobia due in 
large part to socially conservative Christian doctrine (Ibid).  
Of course, no discussion of masculinity in the South can avoid the subject of race. Once 
slavery was abolished, white Southern men (even those who didn’t personally own slaves) felt 
that they had lost a significant amount of power and reacted harshly against their black 
neighbors. Feeling threatened by this perceived loss of social capital, they resorted to horrific 
violence in the form of lynching and attacks on black people, as well as systematic efforts to 
limit the political power of black Southerners through the implementation of racist Jim Crow 
legislation (Plath & Lussana, 2009). Black men in the South were also largely influenced by the 
same Christian gentleman archetype that encouraged patriarchy within the household and a 
pious, honor-bound religiosity. Uniquely from their white neighbors, however, black Southerners 
often felt the pressure to embrace a stoic form of masculine expression that attempted to exude 
confidence in response to the pervasive potency of white supremacy, and had to dually contend 
with the righteous anger that came from the immoral dehumanization of black Southerners with 
the impulse to limit public displays of emotion at their ill-treatment out of fear of violent 
reprisals from white Southerners (Friend, 2009). 
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These overarching trends in how Southern masculinity was expressed in the antebellum 
South hold true in large part to this day in North Carolina. One only needs to examine both sides 
of the continuing debate in the state over whether or not public memorials to the Confederacy 
should remain standing to see that issues of race, honor, and mastery are still extremely potent 
forces that influence the self-perception and masculine identities of both black and white men in 
North Carolina (Green, 2019). 
North Carolina has been accurately described as “a quintessentially purple state” based 
on its population’s political leanings (Zengerle, 2017). Due to its politically split population, 
contemporary North Carolina finds itself right in the middle of the debates between each 
spectrum of the American culture wars. The relatively narrow difference between the number of 
Republicans and Democrats/conservatives and liberals in the state has led to North Carolina’s 
status as a pivotal swing-state in the last several presidential elections (PBS NewsHour, 2019). 
An analysis of registered party affiliation in North Carolina as of December 21, 2019 
found that most registered NC voters were registered Democrats (36.62%), followed by voters 
registered as politically unaffiliated or independent (32.76%), and registered Republicans 
(29.97%), with the rest split in small percentages between several minor third-parties (North 
Carolina State Board of Elections, 2019). However, this disparity between Democrats and 
Republicans becomes less pronounced when North Carolinians are allowed to admit which party 
they lean toward supporting typically, even if they don’t feel strongly enough to officially 
register as a member of said party. According to a 2014 Pew poll, 43% of North Carolinian 
adults considered themselves Democrats or leaned Democrat, 41% identified as Republican or 
leaned Republican, and 17% reported leaning toward neither party in their ideological 
orientations (Pew Research Center, 2014). North Carolina political party affiliation differs 
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significantly by gender—the majority of Republicans or those who report leaning Republican in 
the state are men (53%), while women make up the majority of Democrats and those who lean 
Democratic (57%) as well as a majority of voters who report not leaning one way or the other 
(52%) (Ibid). 
Another aspect of North Carolina’s political climate that touches on gender is the state 
legislature’s recent history of enacting restrictive laws that limit women’s reproductive freedom. 
This is relevant to the role of hegemonic masculinity and toxic masculinity in North Carolina, as 
one of the hallmarks of these systems and worldviews is the male attempt to control women’s 
bodies (Valenti, 2015). Since 2011, Republicans have controlled both houses of the North 
Carolina General Assembly (BallotPedia, 2020). In that time, the Republican majority has passed 
multiple anti-choice laws that limit women’s access to abortion, including laws that require 
pregnant women to undergo counseling and have an ultrasound before having an abortion, that 
require government-mandated counseling for women considering abortion intended to dissuade 
them from going forward with the procedure, and a law that requires a 72-hour waiting period 
between when a woman first sees an abortion provider and when they’re allowed to undergo the 
procedure (Stasio, 2019). 
The combination of the fairly even split in the political leanings of North Carolinians, the 
differences between Democrats and Republicans in views about the social construction of gender 
roles, the history of Southern masculinity, and the state legislature’s history regarding legislation 
around women’s autonomy make North Carolina a fascinating place to examine the debate 
around the role of masculinity in contemporary America. 
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Background on mentorship and men’s support organizations 
 In addition to interviewing sources from the fields of gender studies, psychology and 
sociology, as well as sports coaches, school counselors and child psychologists, I also plan to 
interview individuals who work with organizations that provide mentorship and support to both 
young boys and men as well as adult men. Below are brief descriptions and overviews of these 
organizations. 
 
Boy Scouts of America 
 The Boy Scouts of America (the BSA) organization was founded in 1910. It is one of the 
largest youth mentorship organizations in the country, claiming membership of “2.4 million 
youth participants and nearly one million adult volunteers” (BSA, 2019). According to the BSA, 
its goal is “to train youth in responsible citizenship, character development, and self-reliance” by 
participating in outdoor activities and educational programs carried out by a network of 
chartered, independent regional organizations (Ibid). A male-only youth organization for the vast 
majority of its existence, the BSA changed its rules to allow girls and members of the LGBTQ 
community to join scouting groups in 2017, although the majority of BSA members are still 
straight, cisgender boys and young men (Andone, 2019). 
 
Boys & Girls Club 
 Formed in 1806, the Boys & Girls Clubs of America is a national network of 
approximately 4,645 local clubs that provide mentorship and after-school youth programs that 
emphasize health, wellness, and education to boys and girls throughout the country. While the 
organization welcomes children of all backgrounds, it predominantly serves low-income 
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families—as of 2018, 61% of members qualified for free or reduced-price school lunches. While 
girls have been officially allowed to join BGCA programs since 1990, 55% of club participants 
are boys (BGCA, 2018). 
 
Sacred Sons 
 Sacred Sons is a recently-founded, spiritual (yet religiously unaffiliated) U.S. men’s 
support organization that seeks to teach men how to embrace a “healthy masculinity.” It 
facilitates multi-week men’s retreats that involve group discussions exercises and physical 
activities that “utilize the power of ceremony, ritual, and intentional spaces.” Sacred Sons 
describes its mission as seeking “to help men heal and awaken their true power through circles, 
workshops, retreats, and online courses” (Sacred Sons, 2019). The organization was founded by 
Stefanos Sifandos (a spiritual advisor and men’s counselor), and Kevin Walton (a life coach, 
spiritual advisor, and relationship counselor) (Ibid). 
 
The ManKind Project 
 The ManKind Project (MKP) is a global organization of peer-facilitated men’s groups, 
and was founded in 1985 by Rich Tosi (a former Marine Corps officer), Bill Kauth (a feminist 
therapist and author), and Ron Herring (a gender scholar and professor) (Klegman, 2004). 
Through their “New Warrior Training Adventure” men’s retreats and male peer-facilitated 
support groups, MKP seeks to “create a safer world by growing ‘better’ men,” through 
programming influenced in part by the mythopoetic men’s movement figure Robert Bly (MKP, 




 Evryman, founded in 2017 by Dan Doty (a men’s group facilitator, writer and 
filmmaker), Lucas Krump (a tech entrepreneur), and Sascha Lewis (a media industry and 
nonprofit manager), is an international men’s health organization and for-profit company that 
seeks to influence men to get more in touch with their emotions and embrace a positive, 
emotionally intelligent version of masculinity that allows them to open-up to their fellow men 
and lead healthy, productive lives (Evryman, 2020). Its main form of programming consists of 
paid men’s retreats, during which participants are led through a wide-range of group activities 
that attempt to teach the value of emotional honesty among men and encourage men to lift each 




The backbone of this project will consist of a package of three longform stories. I 
envision each story will be in the two to three-thousand-word range. Broadly speaking, the 
stories will thematically shift from providing a theoretical framework for understanding what 
toxic masculinity is, recent flashpoints in the popular discussion of toxic masculinity, an analysis 
of how people in mentorship roles to young boys and men in North Carolina have grappled with 
the issue of how to promote and model healthy masculine behavior, and my own research into 
how certain modern men’s organizations are working to promote healthy attitudes around 
masculinity in the men that they serve. 
 Overall, my goal here is to take the complex, academic principles that form the basis of 
the social scientific framework for what constitutes the phenomenon of toxic masculinity, 
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combine it with the fruits of my thorough reporting, and create an end product that is clear, 
concise, and easy to understand for a wide, non-academic audience. 
Story 1: Gender in Society and an Introduction to Toxic Masculinity 
The goal of my first story to give an overview of the phenomenon of toxic masculinity 
along with the underlying sociological and psychological principles a layperson would need to 
be familiar with in order to understand that phenomenon, and outlining the ways that the concept 
of toxic masculinity has entered the contemporary American social culture wars, using the 
APA’s introduction of guidelines for boys and men as framing device. 
 I hope to open this piece with a brief, compelling anecdote about the experiences of one 
of the sources that will appear in the later portion of this project. Ideally, this character would be 
a person who has felt the negative impacts of toxic masculinity in their personal life, whether 
through their work with boys or men who have struggled with conforming to harmful masculine 
norms, as a man who has dealt with these pressures themselves, or a woman who has been 
similarly affected by toxic behaviors of the men in their life. The main idea here is that I want to 
start things off with a personal, emotional appeal to my audience in order to get them to care on a 
deeper level about this subject, as opposed to starting right off the bat with overly academic 
language about the theoretical underpinnings and history of the concepts I’m examining. 
 After this introduction that will lay out the theme of the overall package of stories, I’ll 
then dive-in to explaining the theoretical background of what toxic masculinity is and how it 
manifests itself in society. To do so, I’ll explore the history of the academic research on the 
sociology of gender, the evolution of gender theory that eventually came to recognize gender as a 
social construct, and how sociologists and psychologists eventually came to understand the 
importance of studying masculinity as a distinct social phenomenon as opposed to just being 
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considered the default norm of societal behavior that all other demographic groups deviate from. 
This section will rely heavily on citing academic research and writing on gender theory and how 
stereotypes about so-called proper masculine behavior are socially constructed and perpetuated, 
as well as interviews with experts from the academic world of sociology and psychology of 
gender as well as the field of women’s and gender studies.  
With this framework in place, I’ll then shift to explaining how the study of toxic 
masculinity and the negative impacts of adherence to socially accepted norms of masculine 
behavior came into greater prevalence starting in the 1980s and how the topic has become a 
relatively high-profile issue in contemporary gender studies. In discussing the contemporary 
understanding of toxic masculinity, I’ll also examine the ways different ideological factions have 
either embraced or angrily rejected the validity of toxic masculinity as a social phenomenon, 
with the goal of making these concepts and trends more visible to the non-academic world.        
To do this, I’ll delve into ideologically-oriented online subcultures where the subject of 
gender in society and masculinity in particular are discussed on both sides of the political 
spectrum, giving an overview of what I’m able to glean from left-leaning hubs of feminist and 
LGBTQ activist activity on communities like Reddit and Tumblr and left-leaning publications, 
as well as the conservative backlash found in alt-right or adjacent communities such as 
Gamergaters, 4chan, 8chan, and right-leaning publications. 
The final topic included in this article will be a discussion of the APA’s introduction of 
guidelines for working with boys and men and the simultaneous embrace of and backlash toward 
them that occurred. I plan to include the feedback from the psychological community in this 
discussion, ideally from being able to speak with someone who was personally involved in 
creating the APA guidelines, but at the very least a professional psychologist familiar with the 
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process of creating similar guidelines for practicing psychologists dealing with socially distinct 
populations. I will also reach out to several of the authors whose work I cite in my literature 
review, such as Valenti, Katz, Chemaly, and/or Friend, to see if they’d be willing to participate 
in interviews about their work for this piece. 
This piece will largely be written in the style of an explanatory, historical journalistic 
overview of the underlying theories, ideological groups, and cultural flashpoints mentioned 
above, with a strong narrative-style hook at the beginning in the form of the previously 
mentioned character anecdote. I will shoot to strike a balance in tone of concise, easy-to-
understand and authoritative, aiming for a wide layperson audience. I plan to pitch this story to 
regional news outlets such as the News & Observer, IndyWeek, Scalawag, The Bitter 
Southerner, and Southerly, because I feel like each of these publications has covered cultural 
issues relevant to North Carolina and the South in the past, but haven’t (to my knowledge) done 
any extensive coverage on this specific topic from the angle I’m aiming for in recent years. 
Story 2: Boots on the Ground 
 I often refer to my second story as the “boots on the ground” piece in the package. What I 
mean by that is this story will be focused on the men and women who serve in mentorship and 
leadership roles to impressionable young boys and young men who are at an inflection point in 
their lives where they could either perpetuate historically harmful ideas about toxically 
masculine behavior, or instead encourage the boys and young men they work with to reject 
aspects of toxic masculinity such as suppression of emotion, avoidance of help-seeking behavior, 
homophobia and misogyny. I want to examine the way these people in mentorship roles to boys 
and young men grapple with the responsibility they feel to help inspire their subjects to be good, 
healthy men, and find out if and how the contemporary debate around what types of masculine 
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behavior society should emphasize or de-emphasize has influenced their work and their personal 
ideologies that color how they perform these mentorship duties. 
 My main goal with this story is to showcase the struggles and pressures these 
professionals face in their work. In as much as there have been “solutions” posed to the problem 
of toxic masculinity by groups like the APA has done with their guidelines for working with 
boys and young men, I believe these types of professionals are one of the first and most 
important lines of defense in protecting boys and young men from the negative impacts of toxic 
masculinity, so through spending time with them and learning more about how they approach 
their work, I’ll be able to write about whether or not the debate around the role of masculinity in 
society has trickled-down and influenced their worldviews and performance in these male 
mentorship roles. 
 I’ve come up with several categories of mentors I plan to investigate, with the goal of 
extensively interviewing multiple members from each group. One group consists of those who 
work within the framework of the education system, such as school sports coaches for boys, 
school counselors, and sponsors of male student groups. Another group consists of outside of 
school mentors within groups that work with boys and young men, such as Boy Scouts troop 
leaders, and Boys and Girls Club mentors who predominantly work with males. Health 
professionals are another important group I want to speak with for this piece, including 
psychologists and mental health professionals who either focus specifically on the needs of boys 
and young men or who have had experience working with boys and young men who have 
grappled with the negative repercussions of toxic masculinity.  
The final group I’d also like to investigate is professionals who are brought in to train 
members of organizations who deal with boys and young men in their work on how to mitigate 
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the effects of toxic masculinity and to promote a healthier understanding of masculine behavior. 
This group is slightly different than the others in that they don’t directly work with boys and 
young men, but their potential in influencing how those who do work with that group makes 
them a potentially illustrative example for the purposes of examining these phenomena. 
My goal here isn’t to provide an in-depth assessment for each of the groups these mentors 
fall into, and I acknowledge that it’s likely that I probably won’t include every single subject 
who agrees to speak with me in the final version of the story. The main reason I’m casting such a 
wide net is to make sure I find enough captivating subjects who will add interesting perspectives 
to this story, and I believe that front-loading my reporting by interviewing more people than I’ll 
likely be able to include in the final written article for this section will put me in the best position 
to tell an informative, well-written story down the road. 
 The professionals from these various categories that I intend to interview, shadow, and 
learn from will be based in North Carolina, most likely in the Triangle area but potentially 
further out as well. In addition to learning from them about how contemporary debates around 
masculinity in society and the idea of toxic masculinity more specifically has impacted the way 
they serve the populations they work with, I also want to find out how specifically the social and 
political climate of North Carolina has impacted their understandings of these issues both 
professionally and personally.  
 My goal for the style of this piece is that it will be largely told from the perspectives of 
multiple mentor characters featured throughout, with as little high-level explanatory exposition 
as possible and with minimal inclusion of first-person perspective on my part. Tonally, I want 
this story to help transport readers into the lives of these mentors, making the audience feel as if 
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they’ve walked in their shoes and to vividly understand how they’ve considered their mentorship 
roles and the impact they have on their young male mentees. 
 
Story 3: Men Against Toxic Masculinity + Personal Perspective 
 For my final piece, I want to incorporate a healthy dose of first-person narrative 
storytelling from my own perspective as I examine what some modern-day men’s groups are 
doing to fight the phenomenon of toxic masculinity and encourage a healthier, more emotionally 
available framework for being a man. For this piece, I plan to interview Taylor Houchens, a local 
mental health professional, who in addition to working with boys and young men in supporting 
their mental health has worked with the men’s wellness and support group Sacred Sons, an 
organization that is attempting to foster a healthy ideal of masculine behavior in the men they 
serve. In addition to participating himself in programming from Sacred Sons, Houchens is in the 
process of raising funds to receive more in-depth training from the organization so that he can 
serve in a mentorship role within the group. 
 I’m also interested in pursuing funding to personally attend an on-site Sacred Sons, 
ManKind Project, or Evryman training seminar, most likely in the early spring. The cost for 
these programs is roughly in the $800 range, so including transportation costs (potential locations 
include Florida, California, Ohio, or West Virginia), I would likely need to receive 
approximately $1000 in funding to be able to participate. If I’m able to attend such a training, I 
would then give a first-person account of my experiences going through the event, and would 
incorporate elements of my own personal struggles with facing the pressures to conform to 
traditional aspects of masculine behavior from my childhood through adulthood as well.  
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My goal would be to create a captivating, essay-style piece that would simultaneously 
examine what goes on in organizations like Sacred Sons, ManKind Project, and/or Evryman and 
how effective I feel their programming is in fostering these healthy attitudes about masculinity 
while also examining my own struggles with the societal expectations of proper masculine 
behavior. If I’m unable to receive funding to attend such a training, I would shift to attempting to 
find local organizations that help men fight back against toxic masculinity, such as men’s 
emotional support groups sponsored by organizations like the ManKind Project or other regional 
men’s support organizations. I will also be sure to reference any statistics and research that 
assesses the effectiveness (or ineffectiveness) of the programs I take part in and report on, and 
will also call out the absence of research if a specific program hasn’t been thoroughly assessed. 
 
Visual Elements + Presentation 
  I plan to incorporate some visual storytelling elements to supplement my written stories. 
This will most likely take the form of a combination of photographs and digital graphics. First, I 
plan to include photos of my sources and subjects in the course of their day-to-day work. Second, 
I plan to create a few digital collages of images and snapshots of news media content related to 
the themes of each of my stories, which will be created with digital graphics software such as 
Adobe Illustrator and Photoshop, and will draw from popular media coverage of the discussion 
around toxic masculinity and gender in society as its component pieces and inspiration. I’ll also 
look into using digital graphics to create infographics convey some of the statistics and other 
qualitative data relevant to the project to help convey that information in a captivating, visually 
appealing way. 
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 These visual elements, as well as my final written stories, will be displayed on a 
dedicated page of my personal journalism portfolio website, schaeferedwards.com. To do this, 
I’ll utilize the Word Press suite of website production tools to create an online home for my 
project that will allow it to be easily accessible via the internet in a clean, easy to read and view 
format.  
 
Obstacles and Challenges 
 
The main challenge I’ll face in putting this project together is the amount of reporting 
that needs to be done in order to find the right sources for each of these stories. There are several 
types of sources I’ll need to gain access to in order to properly report on these topics, including 
but not limited to gender scholars, sociologists, psychologists, men’s health advocates, men and 
women who have been impacted by the negative repercussions of toxic masculinity, and a whole 
host of different types of professionals and volunteers who serve in mentorship roles to boys and 
young men.  
In particular, I predict that these individuals in male mentorship roles will be the trickiest 
population among which to find the types of sources I’m looking for. Any person in such a role 
would be able to provide helpful insight as to how the current debate about the role of 
masculinity and increased understanding of possible negative impacts of some of its forms has 
(or hasn’t) impacted their mentorship work. That said, I know that my project would greatly 
benefit from specifically incorporating the views of such mentors who are personally familiar 
with the phenomenon of toxic masculinity, and who have already engaged in the process of 
thinking about the important role mentors like themselves can play in influencing boys and 
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young men to reject the overly rigid, traditional stereotypes of masculine behavior in favor of a 
more nuanced, healthy expression of masculinity. A project that simply describes the views and 
experiences of mentors who have only a passing understanding of the current debate around 
toxic masculinity could still be interesting, but my ideal version of this project definitely would 
incorporate the stories of mentors who have thought long and hard about how their mentorship 
techniques might positively or negatively impact their mentees’ understanding of what modern 
masculinity could and should look like. 
Another potential challenge I’ll face is in finding sources who are not only able to speak 
about the topics of masculinity, male mentorship and toxic masculinity, but could also serve as 
captivating characters with interesting enough personal stories to help tie my three separate 
stories together thematically. Ideally, I would love to find one or multiple potential characters 
who would appear throughout the project so that I could use their personal stories of grappling 
with toxic masculinity as anchoring characters. For example, I could begin my first story with an 
anecdote about how toxic masculinity impacted the character’s life, could re-introduce the 
character in the second piece by describing how their personal relationship with masculinity was 
either negatively or positively impacted in their formative years by a mentor, and then could 
relate the steps they are taking in the present to grow into a healthier, less toxic form of 
masculinity in my final story. 
They way I’ll be able to overcome these challenges related to finding the perfect sources 
for my story is simply by throwing myself into the reporting process by making exhaustive 
attempts to contact as many potential sources as possible, and once in contact, to win them over 
by convincing them of the importance of the topic of toxic masculinity and by making it clear 
just how crucial that sharing their personal stories would be to telling the best version of this 
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story with the highest potential to positively affect the lives of others. I’ll also make best efforts 
to ensure that a diversity of perspectives are incorporated in my reporting, and will try to account 




I hope that this project can prove to be a useful educational tool to teach people about the 
impact of toxic masculinity in contemporary society and how the phenomenon is being 
addressed in North Carolina specifically. Once completed, my plan is to pitch these stories to 
regional publications (collectively and/or individually, depending on the outlet) such as The 
News & Observer, IndyWeek, Scalawag, The Bitter Southerner, and Southerly, with the goal of 
reaching a wide regional audience.  
I also plan to share the project with UNC’s gender studies, sociology, and journalism 
department faculties with the hope that future UNC students interested in toxic masculinity and 
the debate surrounding masculinity in contemporary America and North Carolina. I’ll also be 
sure to share my project with the UNC Men’s Project, an on-campus organization that works to 






Due primarily to the upheaval caused by the novel coronavirus that impacted the 
reporting process, the final version of this non-traditional thesis project is different than what 
was proposed in the preceding document. Despite the pandemic and its impact on reporting and 
writing time for this project, the three main deliverables were achieved in the completion of three 
separate stories that focused on toxic masculinity and my exploration of this topic for a 
journalistic outlet. The primary differences between this proposal and the final project itself 
include the absence of several planned visual elements (firsthand photography, infographics, and 
digital graphics), a narrowed scope for the second article, and a diminished cultural focus on 
toxic masculinity as represented in North Carolinian culture in favor of a more national 
perspective. This occurred due to the need to move back to Houston in order to shelter in place 
with my family during the pandemic. My overall reporting timeline was truncated as well due to 
the crisis, which meant that I was not able to conduct as many new and follow-up interviews 
with subjects as I originally envisioned would be possible only a few weeks prior.  
Despite all of this, I am confident that this project as delivered does in fact reflect the 






When Manhood Turns Toxic 
 
On the surface, life was good for Taylor Houchens, a 32-year-old psychotherapist in 
Carrboro, North Carolina. He enjoyed his therapy work, he had a rewarding hobby writing and 
performing electronic music, and he was in a relationship. But when his girlfriend confided, “I 
love you,” something shifted. Taylor said he felt less attracted to her, less desire for her. He grew 
distant and inattentive. The relationship was a game in his eyes, and once the fun part—the 
chase—was over, his interest was gone, too. 
Taylor grew up in an upper middle-class family with one brother, two years his junior, 
and his parents. His father was a conservative Christian minister, and his mother was a nurse. 
After spending the four years of Taylor’s life in Tennessee, the Houchens family moved to 
Georgia—first to Macon, where they lived for two years, before finally settling in Lawrenceville, 
a suburb of Atlanta. A music-lover ever since his parents bought him a drum set at age 12, 
Taylor graduated with a degree in music education from the University of Georgia. After a brief 
stint teaching music to children didn’t go so well, Taylor was left unsure of what career path to 
pursue. Looking back on his life for inspiration, Taylor fondly remembered his childhood 
therapist, a kind older woman who helped him deal with anxiety issues. He reached out to her to 
learn more about counseling. Encouraged by what he learned, Taylor decided to go back to 
school to study rehabilitation counseling and psychology—he graduated with his M.A. from the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill in 2014, and has been a therapist in North Carolina 
ever since. 
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Physically fit with scruffy brown hair and striking features, Taylor radiates a quiet 
confidence. He has an easygoing, infectious laugh. But when he discusses his now ex-girlfriend, 
he exudes a different energy. 
“When my girlfriend told me she loved me, I felt like I won the game,” Taylor said, with 
a somber look in his eyes. He was clearly ashamed. 
Taylor wanted some advice to help him navigate what happened with his ex-girlfriend, so 
he reached out to a life coach, a trained advisor who helps people deal with problems and 
achieve their personal goals. After explaining the situation, the coach delivered some tough love: 
He told Taylor that he was being emotionally manipulative, and that he was guilty of using his 
girlfriend as a tool to inflate his own self-esteem. Since Taylor felt like he had “won the game” 
and received the validation he craved, he no longer felt the need to put in any emotional work 
into their relationship. 
They recommended that Taylor look into doing something to address this behavior of his, 
because it seemed like an expression of a certain brand of masculinity that was unbalanced and 
unhealthy. 
A brand of masculinity that was toxic. 
 
Taylor Houchens (https://www.instagram.com/taylor.houchens/) 
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A real man 
 
What does it mean to be a man? Michael Kimmel, a sociologist and professor of men’s 
studies at Stony Brook University begins many of his speaking engagements with a thought 
exercise on this topic. First, he asks students to throw out traits and qualities that describe “a 
good man.” In his telling, students tend to shout out words like compassionate, caring, 
thoughtful, kind. They say that a good man nurtures, and protects the people in his life. Kimmel 
then asks the audience to describe what being “a real man” is like as best they can. This prompt 
elicits a different type of response. Strong. Tough. Win no matter what. Get laid. Don’t be weak 
or girly. Don’t act gay. A real man conquers, and takes what he wants. 
The line between “good” men and “real” men isn’t always as clear as Kimmel’s thought 
exercise might make it seem. In fact, Kimmel himself was accused of sexual harassment in 2018, 
but this framework is still a useful starting point for discussing the different ways masculinity is 
expressed in society. These two notions of different types of men are alike in that they’re both 
abstract ideas created by society that describe male behavior, but clearly the similarities end 
there. One key difference is the way the attitudes and actions of so-called “real men” line up with 
the kinds of behaviors that men often turn to when trying to prove to themselves and the outside 
world that they’re sufficiently masculine.  
The idea of the “real man” conjured by Kimmel’s exercise is a social construct that boys 
and men have long been culturally indoctrinated to strive toward, and it neatly fits the standard 
of what qualifies as toxic masculinity. Today, the phrase toxic masculinity is used to describe the 
overemphasis of specific aspects of stereotypical masculinity, like aggression, the need to 
dominate, toughness, and an opposition to anything considered feminine to the point that it leads 
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to behaviors that harm both the men who buy into those stereotypes and the other people in those 
men’s lives. Or, in a simpler definition courtesy of feminist writer Kirby Fenwick, toxic 
masculinity “describes the restrictive norms of masculine behavior that are harmful to men and 
to the community.” 
These norms of masculinity are rooted in society, not biology. It’s a cycle that 
perpetuates itself every day, as boys learn from their families, their peers, and the media how to 
perform to a standard of masculinity deemed socially acceptable. A big part of these informal 
lessons is being taught to push away anything that could be considered unmasculine. One of the 
first behaviors boys are pressured to reject as unmanly is expressing their full-range of emotions. 
It’s one thing to be angry— that can be explained away as a byproduct of competitiveness and 
the desire to dominate, two traits that are manly with a capital-M. But sad? Afraid? Depressed? 
Real men are brave enough to take things in stride, to put their heads down and power 
through, no matter the cost. Or so we’re taught. 
The costs of toxic masculinity are visible when we look at what comes from men 
succumbing to this societal pressure to suppress emotions other than anger and to avoid seeking 
help when they’re struggling. Masculinity scholar Jackson Katz cites FBI statistics which show 
that men commit the majority of violent crimes (including 86% of domestic violence incidents 
resulting in physical injury, 90% of murders, and 99% of rapes) to make the case that anti-
violence advocates must examine the role of toxic attitudes about acceptable masculine behavior 
to get to the root of the problem of violent crime. And these deeply troubling external 
consequences of toxic masculinity come in addition to serious internal harms within men who 
fall victim to this phenomenon—World Health Organization statistics show that men commit 
suicide at far greater rates than women, and research cited by the American Psychological 
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Association (APA) show that men who report believing in the importance of being traditionally 
masculine were less likely to seek psychological help when in crisis, according to a 2015 study 
led by Omar Yousaf published in the journal Psychology of Men and Masculinity, and were 
about half as likely as other men to seek out preventative health care, as shown by Kristen 
Springer’s research published in the Journal of Health and Social Behavior in 2011. 
While biology teaches us that there are actual physical differences between the sexes, 
things aren’t as clear when it comes to gender. The work of gender theory scholars such as 
Simone de Beauvoir and Judith Butler has established that sex is hard-wired, dictated by biology; 
gender isn’t. It’s socially-constructed, historically in the form of the male/female gender binary, 
a set of two idealized, allegedly opposite archetypes taught to us consciously by our family and 
friends, by religion, by the media we consume, which become the standards that we try and 
perform to and represent as best we can. If your performance is convincing enough and matches 
what’s expected for your biological sex, then congratulations—you’ll be considered “normal” by 
society and your life will be a lot easier. But if it doesn’t? Better prepare for some turbulence. 
There have always been widely-held beliefs about some types of behavior being either 
inherently feminine or masculine. The popular saying “boys will be boys” comes to mind, an 
idiom that was birthed in the 1500s about how we shouldn’t worry when boys act impulsively, 
recklessly, or violently, because it's a fait accompli due to the presence of pesky testosterone. 
This is all despite the fact that there’s no academic consensus about whether a causal relationship 
exists between testosterone levels and these types of behavior, said Ryon McDermott, a 
professor and psychologist at the University of South Alabama whose research focuses on 
masculinity. 
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“For every five studies that I find that show some kind of effect, I can find five others 
that don’t have that effect,” McDermott said. 
These limited norms of societally acceptable masculine behavior affect men differently, 
especially non-white, gay or transgender men. In societies that are shaped by legacies of racism 
and homophobia, the prevailing ideas about who’s a real man and who isn’t tend to be based 
around the archetype of the straight white man and further marginalize those who don’t fit that 
description. It’s for this reason that mainstream masculinity scholars often use the term 
“masculinities” in the plural form to describe the different ways men experience manhood due to 
the cross-cutting demographic groups they’re part of. 
Religious tradition may also play a significant role in how a boy perceives proper 
masculinity, as traditional, textual interpretations of many faiths such as Christianity, Islam, and 
Judaism prescribe strict gender roles that place men at the top of the society’s power structure. 
Craig Friend learned from an early age that, as a gay male, to get by in a predominantly 
Christian conservative state, he’d have to learn to put forth an acceptably masculine posture that 
would let him pass as heterosexual in order to spare himself from the ridicule of his male peers.    
 “I’ve always had an interest in how masculinity is performed, because I’ve had to 
perform it a lot,” said Friend, wistfully. 
 Friend, a historian at North Carolina State University, has edited multiple anthologies 
about Southern masculinity in the pre-Civil War era and the years following Reconstruction, a 
phenomenon that was perhaps best encapsulated by the conflicting masculine archetypes of the 
white Southern man compelled by racist attitudes to seek empowerment through the political and 
physical subjugation of black Americans, and the model of the black Southern man who attempts 
to remain stoic and steady at all costs as a coping mechanism for dealing with the dehumanizing 
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impact of Southern white supremacy. Whereas in the past he saw evidence of particular, regional 
variations in the way masculinity was expressed that resulted in this unique sense of Southern 
masculinity, it’s his belief that since Reconstruction, the ease of transportation and the 
prevalence of nationwide popular culture has diminished regional flavors of masculinity. 
 “Most boys, in the South and North and West and everywhere, learn what it means to be 
a man from popular culture,” he said. “And so popular culture as an American experience has 
sort of de-regionalized masculinity.” Friend argued that things like NASCAR having races in 
California outside the American South, and the fact that country music, rife with themes of 
stereotypical macho-man masculinity, has become popular across the nation are proof of popular 
culture’s role in the de-regionalization of American masculinity. 
While the overall American notion of what traditional masculinity looks like has become 
more uniform, there are obvious differences in how different corners of the mass media world 
discuss masculinity, particularly when it comes to its more harmful expressions such as toxic 
masculinity. Despite the consensus among the professionals who study gender most closely, the 
seriousness about how toxic masculinity is discussed varies a massive amount depending on 
where you get your news. Respected legacy news outlets like The New York Times and The 
Guardian have highlighted coverage by respected feminists like Jessica Valenti, who wrote that 
due to “the persistent stereotype of ‘real mean’ as powerful and violent…it’s never been clearer 
that American boys are in desperate need of intervention” and that grapples with toxic 
masculinity objectively and credulously. Left-leaning publications like The Nation and Slate 
have written extensively about the phenomenon, including Dave Zirin’s pointed criticism of 
Donald Trump as having “lived his life in thrall to toxic masculinity.”  
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Meanwhile, the modus operandi for right-wing news orgs like The Daily Caller and 
National Review is to dismiss the idea of toxic masculinity as a threat to society, as Ben Shapiro 
did in a piece for National Review where he accuses progressives of creating a dangerous 
“dichotomous choice between emasculation and toxic masculinity” which “leaves men out in the 
cold.” Fox News hosts frequently talk about the so-called “war on men,” in Laura Ingraham’s 
words. On her show The Ingraham Angle, she’s devoted multiple segments to decrying the 
increasing chorus of experts who say that some expressions of masculinity can have troubling 
consequences. Tucker Carlson, host of Fox’s Tucker Carlson Tonight, has called toxic 
masculinity a “made-up dumb feminist term,” and preaches to his audience that the only answer 
to what ails men is to double-down on the primacy of machismo in our day-to-day lives.  
This divide over how we should think about masculinity, including the causes of and 
solutions for the problems ailing men, was highlighted in the early weeks of 2019 when a 
popular razor brand and the preeminent professional organization of America’s psychologists 
found themselves in the middle of the masculinity debate. 
 
The best a man can be—Gillette enters the fray 
 
On January 13, 2019, Procter & Gamble (P&G) ignited a firestorm with a splashy new 
digital ad campaign for its Gillette razor brand. In the form of a minute-and-45-second long short 
film posted to YouTube, the multinational consumer goods company offered a critique of the 
harassment, bullying, and misogyny that are hallmarks of toxic masculinity in contemporary 
society. 
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Titled “We Believe: The Best Men Can Be,” a not-so-subtle twist on the classic Gillette 
tagline “The Best A Man Can Get,” the ad kicks off with shots of men of all ages, staring into the 
bathroom mirror before their morning shaves as an audio montage of news soundbites talk about 
toxic masculinity, sexual misconduct, and the #MeToo movement. A boy is shown running from 
a pack of bullies, all boys his own age. His frantic flight from his tormentors is interspersed with 
scenes of boys and men behaving badly—a male CEO belittles the only woman in a boardroom 
meeting; young men leer at women on the street; a TV-sitcom dad sexually harasses his maid to 
rapturous laughter from the studio audience.  
We then see two boys grappling on a grassy yard, with one boy clearly the antagonist, 
whaling away at his victim. Looking on in the background are several adult men, watching the 
scene nonchalantly while flipping burgers at a grill who shrug it off and say “Boys will be boys!” 
The camera then shifts, panning across dozens of men, arms folded, standing behind identical 
grills chanting, one after the other, “Boys will be boys.”   
 
Gillette: The Best Men Can Be campaign 
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“But something finally changed,” the deep-voiced male narrator says, as a montage of 
news footage covering #MeToo plays, “...and there will be no going back.” This disembodied 
representative of the Gillette brand professes that they believe “in the best in men,” as men are 
shown stopping their friends from making lewd comments and restraining bullies running amok, 
all while young, impressionable boys look on in admiration. A dad at the barbecue finally runs in 
to break up the fight, telling the tussling boys, “That’s not how we treat each other.” On the topic 
of men saying and doing the right thing in situations like this, the ad’s narrator tells us, “Some 
already are.”  
“But some,” he continues, “is not enough.”  
The implication is clear: most men aren’t doing enough, but they have it in them. It was a 
call for men to heed the better angels of their nature toward the goals of respecting women and 
defending the weak. 
The ad was a far cry from Gillette’s previous commercials, most of which were politics-
free and full of buff, handsome men marveling at their razor’s cutting-edge shave-tech and 
basking in the sexually-charged admiration of their beautiful female partners. The fact that such 
a multi-billion dollar company like P&G decided to make such an overtly ideological stand that 
they knew had the potential to ruffle feathers was newsworthy. 
At the time of its posting in January 2019, many public figures and writers said Gillette’s 
ad was a welcome sign that maybe society was ready to reckon with the reality of toxic 
masculinity—Bernice King, Dr. of Martin Luther King Jr., applauded the ad on Twitter, saying 
that the spot “isn’t anti-male. It’s pro-humanity. And it demonstrates that character can step up to 
change conditions,” and Slate’s Melinda Wenner Moyer praised the ad for providing a 
counternarrative to those who argue that concern about some elements of masculinity culture are 
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overblown, while calling out those angry reactions as evidence supporting why its message is so 
important. 
“The hostile reactions to this ad illustrate its very point: We clearly have more work to 
do,” she wrote. 
On the other hand, there were plenty of hostile reactions. One of the most visible came 
from British television personality Piers Morgan, who tweeted that the ad was “absurd virtue-
signaling PC guff.” Responding to a tweet from a woman who criticized him for missing the 
point of the ad, Morgan accused her of being “a man-hating imbecile,” and ranted that “this 
pathetic Gillette ad is a direct consequence of radical feminists like you driving a war against 
masculinity.”  
As of March 2020, the commercial has been viewed over 33 million times on YouTube. 
It’s racked-up 1.5 million dislikes in comparison to 811,000 likes, which according to one 
frequently updated online ranking list makes it the 29th most-disliked video hosted on YouTube. 
Joe Cabosky, an assistant professor of strategic communication at the University of North 
Carolina-Chapel Hill who studies disruptive advertising and public relations campaigns, saw 
P&G’s choice to come out with such a strong ideological message as an effort to reposition 
themselves as a more hip, more socially-conscious company and win back consumers who had 
stopped buying Gillette razors in favor of new competitors like Dollar Shave Club and Harry’s, 
Inc., two brands whose marketing focuses on millennials. As to whether or not this move is proof 
that the American public is ready to embrace the reality of toxic masculinity’s influence in a way 
that could result in a real change in attitudes, he thinks the jury is still out. 
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“I think we’re at the awareness stage,” Cabosky said. “These brands are able to create 
discussions, but there’s awareness, then there’s attitude change, then there’s behavioral change. 
Each one gets harder.”  
  
Guidelines for boys and men—the APA weighs in 
 
When the American Psychological Association released its Guidelines for Psychological 
Practice with Boys and Men at the end of 2018, it didn’t make much of a splash outside of the 
professional psychology world. This was the organization’s first major attempt to put forth a 
tailored set of best practices for treating boys and men specifically, similarly to how their 
previously issued guidelines for girls and women, the LGBTQ community, and people in 
ethnic/racial minority groups attempted to address the unique issues those communities face. It 
represented something of a sea change in professional psychology. For so long, straight white 
men were considered the norm in society, whereas all other demographic groups were variations 
of that norm. It was everyone else who needed some kind of help. 
The drafting process for these guidelines began in 2005. The decision to move forward 
with the project was spearheaded by Frederic Rabinowitz, who was given the go-ahead by the 
APA’s president at the time, Ronald Levant, who spent the bulk of his career specializing in 
men’s issues. 
These guidelines don’t include use the phrase “toxic masculinity.” Ryon McDermott, 
who was heavily involved in crafting them, said this was intentional. The term was not in wide 
use in the early 2000s when the guidelines were being developed, but more importantly, the 
authors realized the political baggage of that particular phrase. 
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The authors do speak extensively about what they call “traditional masculinity ideology,” 
a term coined by Levant to describe the historic archetype of masculinity defined by “anti-
femininity, achievement, eschewal of the appearance of weakness, and adventure, risk, and 
violence.” The guidelines are careful to not label traditional masculinity ideology as something 
inherently negative, but they explicitly warn that men who overemphasize the importance of 
behaving according to that rigid, narrow mindset are at greater risk for a variety of health 
problems, often show a reluctance to seek mental health treatment or emotional support, and 
most troubling of all, are more prone to commit acts of violence, misogyny, and homophobia. 
“Traditional masculinity is old-fashioned,” said McDermott, “...but when taken to the 
extreme, it tends to be problematic.” 
The painstaking process for creating these guidelines involved the contributions of more 
than 40 authors over a decade-plus timespan. During that time, the guidelines went through 
multiple rounds of review by the APA’s vast membership as well as a final, comprehensive 
review process led by the APA’s leadership council before they were published in late 2018. The 
final document is measured, often dry, and academic in tone. Its recommendations for mental 
health practitioners hardly sound controversial—think about the role of masculinity in society, 
acknowledge that men can be overly reluctant to admit vulnerability, encourage men to seek help 
when they need it, and recommend to your male clients that they try to be engaged, emotionally-
open role models for their children. 
However, controversy did eventually erupt after The Monitor, the APA’s flagship 
magazine, tweeted about the guidelines from its account on January 2, 2019.  
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 In an attempt to distill the content of the guidelines, The Monitor’s tweet went a bit 
further than McDermott and his colleagues expected, as they included the line that “traditional 
masculinity is psychologically harmful.” 
Matt Englar-Carlson, a professor of counseling at Cal State Fullerton and another 
contributor to the APA guidelines, was similarly frustrated with the tweet’s inelegant phrasing 
about traditional masculinity ideology in and of itself being harmful. 
“That’s not exactly what they say,” Englar-Carlson said of the guidelines. “Giving a 30-
second sound bite on the guidelines is so hard...and that tweet was not accurate. I remember 
seeing it at the time and thinking ‘That’s not accurate. That’s not good,’ but I didn’t realize what 
it was going to cause.” 




The Monitor’s tweet, which claimed “traditional masculinity is psychologically harmful” 
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What it caused was an immediate pile-on, in the form of angry tweets from mostly men 
claiming that they were being painted with far too wide a brush. Many echoed conservative 
claims criticizing these guidelines, such as The Daily Caller’s David Krayden, who portrayed the 
new guidelines as a “condemnation of men acting like traditional men.” Based on their 
misinterpretation of the APA’s targeted critique of certain aspects of traditional masculinity, they 
proclaimed that the APA was declaring war on all men. One of the top Twitter responses 
garnered over 2,000 likes with an attempt to rally aggrieved men by pointing at the new 
guidelines as proof that “the effort to erase conventional masculinity is coming to its peak.” 
The response metrics for The Monitor’s tweet about the guidelines tell the story of a 
mixed verdict from the Twittersphere—the tweet was liked 1000 times, but it also received 
approximately 1,800 comments, most of which were variations of the “war on men” line of 
attack.  
The backlash wasn’t limited to Twitter. In National Review, columnist David French 
penned a response to the discussion over the APA guidelines titled “Grown Men are the 
Solution, Not the Problem.” He wrote in part, “We do our sons no favors when we tell them they 
don’t have to answer that voice inside them that tells them to be strong, to be brave, and to lead.” 
This type of criticism was especially frustrating for McDermott, whose research is 
focused on finding ways to promote what he calls “prosocial masculinity ideologies,” or, in other 
words, the non-toxic elements of masculinity, such as the desire many men feel to provide for 
their families and protect their friends and loved ones. 
“When you ask, ‘What is a good man,’ you get exposed to a lot of the masculinity we’ve 
experienced...you get away from toxic masculinity.” 
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As to charges that the guidelines represent a binary, negative ruling on all aspects of so-
called traditional masculinity, Englar-Carlson argued that wasn’t their goal. The main thing he 
and his fellow authors wanted to convey, he said, is the dangers of over-adherence to that 
mindset and that traditional macho archetype. 
“If you have a rigid adherence to it, you’re probably going to have some problems,” he 
said. “If you’re not adaptable to your environment, expect some difficulties. And that’s really 
true for a lot of things involving men.” 
 
A pointed conversation 
 
Google searches for the phrase “toxic masculinity” show a slow but steady rise over the 
past several years, followed by an exponential spike. That spike occurred the same week that the 
Gillette masculinity campaign launched, and shortly after The Monitor’s tweet about the APA 
Guidelines for Psychological Practice with Boys and Men went viral. 
Englar-Carlson noticed the connection, and he appreciated the serendipity of the moment. 
It was a perfect opportunity to have a conversation with this 14-year-old son about the issues to 
which he’d devoted his career. 
“Watching that Gillette ad with him and talking about it with him was a really cool 
moment,” he said, “...recognizing how the world I grew up in, in terms of gender norms and 
expectations in the 70s is not the way my son is growing up.” 




Google Trends data for Google searches of “toxic masculinity,” which peaked the week 






 Taylor Houchens wanted to change, to heal. He didn’t want to keep hurting women the 
way he had hurt his most recent ex-girlfriend, by treating her only as something to be conquered 
for his own validation and ignoring the emotional neglect he’d inflicted upon her. His buddy, the 
life coach, showed him the Instagram page of Sacred Sons, an organization that hosts men’s 
retreats with the goal of helping men embrace a healthier, less toxic form of masculinity in their 
day-to-day lives.  
There was one picture that called out to him. “This guy, he’s just raging,” Taylor said. 
“He’s on his knees, and there’s about five other guys around him, supporting him. You can tell 
he’s crying, and that they’re there to help him feel that.” Taylor felt broken, and wanted to 
experience that kind of breakthrough. He couldn’t stop thinking: “I get to feel safe enough to feel 
those big ones? Sign me up.” 
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 Taylor created a GoFundMe campaign to help raise the $900 he needed to pay for the 
retreat registration fee and fly to southern California where it was being held. The fundraiser was 
successful, with one clear trend—most of his donors, it turns out, were women. This didn’t 
surprise Taylor. He said he thinks women are “just closer to the source…they’re more in-tune” 
referring to that healthy emotional availability he was hoping to unlock.  
 The retreat was a life-changing experience for Taylor. He said he came back feeling like 
a new man, with a new mindset. He was most affected by an exercise called “shadow work.” 
First, each man took turns placing themselves in the center of a circle of 15 men, with one of the 
Sacred Sons facilitators joining him there and maintaining eye contact. The man in the center 
was then encouraged to act out on the most painful emotions he had bottled-up inside him in 
whatever way he preferred—some men shouted, some thrashed about, and some collapsed on 
their knees in tears as they forced themselves to reckon with their deepest fears and insecurities. 
After several minutes, the men in the circle converge and all place a hand on the man in the 
center, a physical demonstration of brotherhood and support. 
 During Taylor’s turn in the center, he was moved to tears as he thought about the pain 
he’d caused to women like his ex-girlfriend as well as the guilt and lack of self-worth he felt as a 
consequence. He placed his head into the crook of the facilitator’s neck as he wept. 
 Looking back on the retreat, it was the shadow work that most resonated with Taylor, 
both for the catharsis he felt from being able to openly express his pain and anguish in a circle of 
men he knew wouldn’t judge him as weak and for just how empowering it made him feel to have 
been able to create a safe environment for his fellow men to do the same. 
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Once home, he changed the focus of his therapy practice. Instead of working primarily 
with adults, Taylor now focuses on work with adolescent boys, helping them figure out how to 
express and embody the full breadth of their emotions. 




Our Boys on the Field 
 
Even though Cory Williams, 23, is now a college graduate with a full-time job living in 
Durham, North Carolina, he’s still in touch with a unique brand of adolescent tension, a specific 
tightness in the chest. It’s the kind that comes up when you’re a young man who’s hurting, but 
you stop yourself from sharing that pain out of fear that you’ll be judged for it by friends and 
family and the authority figures in your life, out of worry that you’ll just be told to “man-up” and 
move along. 
“I’m dealing with some of the effects of that now,” Williams said, reflecting on being an 
introverted black boy in upstate New York. “For the longest time, I would start to say something, 
then ‘You know what? Never mind…’ I pushed it back down, and the cap was sealed even 
tighter. Or, even if I might feel fed up, I’d cry a little bit, I’d pour a little bit out, and then the cap 
is even tighter than before.” 
Williams played sports growing up—he ran track and played basketball, but mostly 
focused on football and lacrosse. He had a series of coaches, but doesn’t remember any of them 
too fondly. Mostly, he remembers their yelling. They didn’t show any interest in their players as 
people, and definitely didn’t make any effort to make sure the boys who played for them were 
doing okay psychologically, he said. 
It’s no wonder he didn’t feel safe enough to open up to them about his inner turmoil 
about trying to figure out what kind of man he wanted to be. Sports were a partial release to get 
those feelings out, but plenty of that pressure from bottling things up festered into anger. That 
worried him. 
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“There was always that fear,” Williams said. “I have all this bottled-up, and I’ve been 
shaken—when is it going to bust? When is it going to spill over?”  
So many boys have been taught that men don’t express fear, sadness, or anxiousness. 
According to the American Psychological Association’s Guidelines for Psychological Practice 
with Boys and Men, published in 2018, boys are conditioned by society from an early age to 
bottle-up their full range of emotions because they desperately want to be seen as “men.” If they 
leave these feelings unexamined, if they realize them and actively repress them, that’s when 
things can turn toxic—by doing so, the APA guidelines state, boys run the risk of identifying 
with an unbalanced, unhealthy form of masculinity that at its worst can result in violence, 
misogyny, homophobia, and self-harm.  
No one is born knowing how to be a man. In addition to what they pick up from friends, 
family, religion, and the media, boys look to the specific men in their lives holding positions of 
authority, taking cues from them about what men can and can’t be, what they should and 
shouldn’t do. One of the main places this process of learning about what it means to be a man 
happens for lots of boys in America is in the world of sports—boys who play sports take cues 
from the coaches who lead them, according to a study on masculinity socialization in sports from 
Indiana University-Bloomington that appeared in the APA’s Psychology of Men & Masculinity 
journal in 2011. Whether or not they even realize it, the way their coaches deal with that 
responsibility can make all the difference. 
 
Coaches, on the front lines 
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 Out of all the male mentors boys these days have outside their families, some of the most 
influential are the coaches of the sports teams they play on. Whether through school-affiliated 
programs, in after-school, privately-organized leagues, or with increasingly popular club sports 
teams, boys spend hours and hours each week with the coaches in their lives, and whether they 
realize it or not, they’re constantly learning from them.  
 Millions of boys play sports in America each year—in 2019, nearly 40% of all boys ages 
6 through 12 played organized sports on a regular basis according to the State of Play report, an 
annual overview of the state of youth sports in America produced by the nonpartisan think tank 
the Aspen Institute. 
 Sonny Mukungu, the 28-year-old son of Ugandan immigrants and a soccer enthusiast, 
feels lucky that he can count each of his soccer coaches he’s had over the years as some of the 
most influential figures in his life.   
“Beginning with my very first club coach,” said Mukungu, “jumping into my high school 
coach and all the way to my college coach...they’ve always been figures I’ve looked up to. 
Whether I’d made mistakes or done something wrong…they treated me like a man.” 
Mukungu’s relationships with his coaches over the years coupled with his love of the 
game were in part what inspired him to become a soccer coach. Coming off of a successful 
college soccer career at North Carolina State University, the soft-spoken Mukungu is now a full-
time employee of the Triangle United Soccer Club, a private, nonprofit soccer association based 
in Chapel Hill, North Carolina, where he once played as a teen. Triangle United has thousands of 




Sonny Mukungu (middle) with his Triangle United soccer players (provided by Sonny Mukungu) 
 
One of Mukungu’s Triangle United colleagues, 34-year-old Ricky Santibañez, has also 
come full-circle from being a player on a youth team to coaching a team. Santibañez understands 
the important role a coach can play in a boy’s life for modeling what it means to be a man, 
especially for his players whose own fathers aren’t in the picture. 
 “For a lot of these kids,” he said, “we sometimes are their father figure.”  
One thing both coaches said they try to avoid is falling into what they call “the old-school 
mentality” of coaching, which they describe as the yell first, ask questions later method of 
leadership that tears boys down and reinforces an unhealthy mindset of “toughing it out.” That 
approach can lead to injury, selfish play, and worse. Instead, they focus on building them up with 
positive encouragement and through individually-tailored methods that consider each boy’s 
personal situation and the struggles they face. 
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 To Mukungu, becoming a good coach and a positive role model meant prioritizing 
getting to know each of his players to learn what style of approach would work best with them. 
“My best tool is just understanding that every kid is different.” 
Having coached different ages of boys over the years, both Mukungu and Santibañez 
have noticed how the typical happy-go-lucky demeanor of their youngest players tends to die 
down as boys get older. 
 “The little guys just want to have fun,” said Mukungu, but then there’s a noticeable shift. 
“I think socially jumping into high school has something to do with it,” Santibañez chimed in, as 
he described the way teenage boys tend to start mouthing off, acting out, and showing more 
aggression in general than they did when they were younger. “I think it goes into trying to fit in, 
and ‘being a man’ in their head.” 
 As it turns out, exactly what “being a man” means in a young male athlete’s mind is often 
colored by male sports culture as a whole, a culture with a history of helping spread the seeds of 
toxic masculinity at times according to the MenEngage Alliance, a global partnership that 
focuses on men’s issues and violence prevention as part of the United Nations Population Fund’s 
human rights advocacy initiatives. 
 In 2014, the MenEngage Alliance published a report that synthesized a diverse body of 
sociology research on the pivotal role sports play in shaping boys’ ideas about what masculinity 
is all about. While they praised the numerous benefits that organized sports offer to boys the 
world over, from promoting physical fitness to instilling powerful, emotionally rewarding 
feelings of camaraderie and brotherhood with their teammates, they also highlighted some 
troubling ways that the culture of organized boys’ sports can reinforce negative, harmful 
expressions of performative masculinity. 
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“Sport is often held up as the perfect activity for boys and young men, as a builder of 
character and discipline...and as a source of physical and emotional well-being,” the report reads. 
“At the same, many of the values currently celebrated in sport and the way sports have been 
defined and taught have a negative impact on boys and men, as well as on women and girls.” 
The report cites research from Michael Messner, a sociologist at the University of 
Southern California who studies sports and how they influence the way gender identities are 
constructed. Messner’s research describes how the prevailing norm of competitive culture in 
organized sports can teach boys “to hide or repress their emotional and physical pain, and to not 
show their vulnerabilities.” Messner writes that by the time boys who play sports are 11-12, 
“tears and displays of vulnerability are few and far between,” and are typically replaced by 
“short burst(s) of anger...followed by a posture of sullen determined silence.” 
Messner concludes that “the hardening of boys teaches them to transform any feelings of 
hurt, pain or sorrow into the more ‘appropriately masculine’ expressions of contained anger or 
stoic silence.” 
 
Swing your heart out 
 
Two other sports nonprofits in North Carolina have made focusing on the emotional 
health of their athletes an explicit part of their mission. Their hope is that by reaching boys in 
their formative years, they can steer them away from internalizing the harmful masculine 
elevation of aggression above all other emotions before it’s too late. 
 Swing Pals was founded in 2009 by Doug Hodges, an active Big Brothers Big Sisters 
mentor and an avid golfer. Hodges wanted to find a way to use the power of the sport he held 
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dear as a tool to mentor and support local kids in his home of Durham. In its earliest incarnation, 
the Swing Pals program focused on youth in Durham who were enrolled in middle schools with 
the largest percentage of students eligible for free and reduced-price lunches (a metric often 
associated with reduced academic success and higher levels of student poverty).  
Now, eleven years later, Swing Pals has grown to educate over 1,000 primarily black and 
Latinx students annually in grades 6-8 from four Durham middle schools. As an integrated part 
of each school’s P.E. curriculum, all 6th graders at these schools are taught the basics of golf by 
Swing Pals coaches. 
Coaches like Cory Williams, who has worked with Swing Pals since 2018, first as a intern and 
now as a full-time coach and staff member.  
What sets Swing Pals apart from other youth sports programs, Williams said, is an 
emphasis on what they call “social emotional learning.” A key part of the Swing Pals curriculum 
involves helping kids to have a healthier relationship with their emotions. When they’re not out 
on the driving range working on their golf swings, they do exercises like playing “Emotional 
Jenga,” a game where kids pull wood blocks out of a stack, each piece labeled with a different 
emotion, and use them as prompts to talk about the last time they felt that feeling and discuss 
healthy ways they dealt with similar feelings in the future.  
In addition, they learn breathing techniques to help soothe frazzled nerves and calm 
frustration and anger before they get out of control. They receive tools like a “feelings wheel” 
that lists different synonyms and variations of different types of emotions to help give kids an 
expanded vocabulary to discuss the way they’re feeling. 
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Swing Pals is a co-ed program. Williams knows all of their pupils benefit from the 
confidence they gain through the program regardless of their gender, both in their golf skills and 
in their improved emotional fluency, but he acknowledges that the takeaways can have a 
different type of impact for the boys. 
 
Cory Williams (center-right), coaching Swing Pals golfers (provided by Cory Williams) 
 
Williams sees himself in the boys he coaches—he can see firsthand that they’re 
experiencing the same pressure he felt to bottle-up their emotions, and he knows from experience 
how easy it is, how probable it is, for those bottled-up feelings to manifest into anger. 
Throughout his youth, Williams was surrounded by lots of aggressive men, who he says came to 
be “examples of what not to do,” including adults in his community and coaches he played for 
who turned to angry shouting. Williams later realized that even though he thought these overly 
aggressive men represented a form of masculinity he didn’t want to emulate, he had still 
subconsciously internalized a feeling that he had to prove himself as a man by trying to appear 
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tough and keeping a cool demeanor even when things felt overwhelming. He learned as he got 
older how to lessen the burden of that chip on his shoulder, and wanted to find a way to help 
share that important lesson. 
 “Now I get to teach that to students before they even create that habit,” he said with a 
smile. 
 
Let them run—just not from their feelings 
 
Swing Pals isn’t the only youth sports group in North Carolina that mixes emotional and 
physical education to the benefit of the boys they coach—Let Me Run, a Charlotte-based sports 
nonprofit, also fits that bill. 
Let Me Run “is a nonprofit wellness program that inspires boys to be themselves, be 
active, and belong,” according to their mission statement. The emotional well-being of the boys 
who take part in their programming is front-and-center to Let Me Run. So is a focus on fostering 
a positive, non-toxic model of masculinity for the boys they serve. In fact, an independent 
analysis by the University of North Carolina at Greensboro’s Institute to Promote Athlete Health 
& Wellness in 2016 found that Let Me Run’s programming “significantly improves boys’ 
attitudes and behaviors associated with healthy masculinity” in addition to having a positive 
impact on their physical and mental health. 
The organization was founded by Ashley Armistead in 2008, a former girls running 
coach with the group Girls Can Run. Inspired by the work of clinical psychologist William 
Pollack and his research examining what he called the “Boy Code” of performative masculinity 
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and macho-posturing within groups of boys, and the resulting “mask of masculinity” that boys 
develop in order to hide the full breadth of their emotions.  
After having boys of her own, Pollack’s work rang even truer to Armistead, who sought 
to combine the self-discipline and physical health benefits of running with an educational 
curriculum that encourages boys to be in touch with all of their emotions, to create a broader 
example for masculine behavior that isn’t focused on domination and aggression, and rewards 
boys for expressing empathy toward others. 
Let Me Run now offers programs for boys in grades 3-8 in 31 states across the country. 
They rely on a staff of volunteer coaches and full-time employees, like Greater Charlotte 
Regional Director Jay Seago, a 43-year-old Athens, Georgia native whose slight drawl fits in 
perfectly in the Tar Heel state. The Greater Charlotte region alone has over 800 boys involved in 
the program, Seago said. 
“I love the program. I love seeing the changes it makes in kids,” he said. “It’s been a true 
blessing.” 
Before joining Let Me Run, Seago coached both boys and girls soccer and track teams in 
Virginia and North Carolina. He also coached with Let Me Run prior to taking on his full-time 
job with the nonprofit. He still coaches a team in the mornings before heading into the office, 
and fills in for coaches in the Charlotte area as well. 
In his experience with Let Me Run, Seago has learned a lot about the struggles boys face, 
including difficulties fighting against the pressure to hold back part of themselves. “One thing 
about our program is we are in the poorest schools in the city, and we are in the richest schools in 
the city,” he said. “It doesn’t matter, your socio-economic background—being a boy is being a 
boy.  
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 “They’re getting in trouble because they don’t know how to deal with their emotions,” 
Seago continued. “They don’t know how to deal with their anger.”  
From anxiousness about fitting in, to romantic problems, from the pursuit of a high perch 
in the schoolyard social pecking order to frustration from experiencing poverty, racism, or 
homophobia, there’s a lot for any given boy to be angry and frustrated about in a given day. 
According to Pollack’s research, boys who are influenced by the “Boy Code” into suppressing 
these negative emotions often end up being more likely to suffer from sickness, stress, and 
addiction, and are more likely to commit acts of violence. Let Me Run’s mission statement is “to 
reduce the challenges associated with a lack of emotional expression in pre-teen and teenage 
boys” in the hope of preventing the harmful outcomes of that Pollack describes.  
 
Jay Seago (center-right), in a huddle with his Let Me Run youth team (provided by Jay Seago) 
 
Once the boys have finished their running for a given practice session, they get together 
for an experiential character-building exercise led by their coaches, based on lesson plans, 
supplies, and props provided by Let Me Run. In the “garbage thoughts” lesson, for example, the 
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boys are asked to imagine they come home alone to find their dog has wrecked the house, torn 
into the trash can and strewn garbage all over the place. “We ask them, ‘How many of y’all 
would just sit there in all the filth, and just let it stink worse and worse?’”  Seago said. It’s a 
conversation starter for a discussion about the lesson’s theme of “don’t let what you can’t do 
interfere with what you can do.”  
The lesson ends with coaches and the boys sharing some “garbage thoughts” they’ve had 
about themselves as a group—they write them down on pieces of paper, share a positive 
response to that negative thought, and then symbolically crumple up the garbage thought and 
chuck it into the trash can as a cathartic conclusion. 
Let Me Run’s season is split into four parts, each comprising of 14 practice sessions and 
an organized 5K run as the finale. At the end of every practice, each boy gets a notecard with 
another boy’s name from the group on it, and writes an anonymous positive statement about that 
person. Eventually, every boy has 14 positive statements written about them, and at the end of 
the season, they receive all of those cards in a manila envelope. To Seago, seeing the impact of 
receiving those messages, of feeling that sense of self-worth rooted in the love and empathy of 
their teammates, is incredible. 
“We’ve been told there’s tons of kids that will keep those cards on their bedside table, 
and look at them before they go to bed at night,” he said with pride. “It’s really a cool experience 
for me as a coach.” 
 
A healthy alternative 
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 These coaches realize the important role they play in teaching the boys they work with 
what it means to be a man. They’ve all thought about toxic masculinity in some form or fashion. 
While their personal definitions and diagnoses of the phenomenon may differ, they share the 
belief that as coaches they have a responsibility to teach the boys who look up to them that they 
don’t have to go down the path of a manhood that defines itself by dominating, by attacking, or 
by lionizing anger at the expense of other emotions. 
 For Mukungu and Santibañez, they hope to impart to the boys who play for Triangle 
United Soccer Club how valuable humility and empathy are to becoming a well-rounded man. 
 “The idea of humbling yourself and understanding ‘I have to do whatever is asked of 
me...can I sacrifice myself and put the team first?’ Those are really the traits I can always pass on 
to a kid,” said Mukungu. 
 When Santibañez thinks about toxic masculinity (which he’s talked about with his wife, a 
social worker pregnant with their first daughter), what comes to mind once again is the “old-
school mentality” of coaches who emphasize toughness at the expense of teaching boys to admit 
when they’re too hurt to go on. He’s vowed to never be that kind of coach. 
“They’re not looking out for the best interest of the child,” he said. 
Seago acknowledges the importance to teach boys that they can be themselves without denying 
the full expression of their emotional lives to the point where it curdles into something negative. 
While he has high hopes that the boys they work with will lead healthier lives, both physically 
and emotionally, he worries about how some in the community think Let Me Run believes that 
there’s something inherently wrong with being a boy, a misunderstanding about their program 
that he’s heard locals repeat to him and his coworkers. That couldn’t be further from the truth, he 
said. “We want boys to recognize their emotions, but they’re still boys,” said Seago. 
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“We had a guy say to one of my coworkers the other day, ‘It should be called Let Me Be 
A Sissy.’ And then he proceeded to tell her that no wars were won with her estrogen.”  
He chuckled at first, and then something clicked. “You know, HE is a good definition of 
toxic masculinity!” 
 “You know,” Seago said, “HE is a good definition of toxic masculinity!” 
Williams has come to understand the subtle ways the influence of toxic masculinity pops 
up in the day to day lives of the boys he works with. For example, if he catches one of his 
players saying something like “Oh, boys don’t do that,” or “Girls can’t do that,” he tries to nip it 
in the bud by reprimanding or redirecting them.  
Williams believes that despite the fact that it’s an uphill battle fighting against the more 
harmful aspects of traditional masculinity as a social construct, he’s confident that he can help 
teach the boys he works with that there are other, healthier ways to be a man. 
The message he wants to impart to today’s boys is clear. 
“You don’t really have to be that way,” Williams said.  
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Come Together: My Walk Into Men’s Work 
  
Taylor Houchens returned home inspired after attending his first men’s retreat, hosted by 
a group called Sacred Sons in southern California. First, he changed the focus of his therapy 
practice to providing boys an alternative, non-toxic model of emotionally-engaged masculinity to 
emulate.  
Second, he wanted to help other men heal from the consequences of having internalized 
toxic ideas about masculinity. Taylor decided to host weekly men’s groups, where men of all 
ages could build a sense of safe, emotionally vulnerable brotherhood.  
During our first conversation, I told Taylor I’d love to attend one of his groups to get a 
better idea of the kind of work he’s doing. Sure, I wanted to participate because I knew it’d help 
me write a better story about men’s work. But I also wanted to go for myself, as someone who’s 
struggled to figure out the kind of man I want to be. I wanted to go for my girlfriend Meghan, 
who I was planning to propose to, and for the family I hoped to build with her. 
 
Outside looking in 
 
I’ve been trying to figure out how to be a man for most of my life, but before that, I was a 
carefree kid, the only child of doting parents. I loved baseball, books, video games, and 
swimming in the creek at our family cabin just north of Uvalde, the small town where I was 
raised. 
 Things got more complicated around 2nd grade as I started getting chubby. A few years 
later, once my friends started finding romantic success and I didn’t, I started to feel like 
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something was wrong with me. It didn’t help that I was known as “the smart kid” in my 
hometown—not the sexiest superlative. Measuring myself against my fit, athletic friends who’d 
received the validating affection of the opposite sex, I felt like less of a man. I still have body 
image issues. 
 I’ve also always been extremely emotional (especially for a guy), prone to cry at the drop 
of a hat. I think I get that from my dad—I remember him telling me as a young boy that there 
was nothing wrong with a man crying or showing his emotions. It stuck with me. I got bullied for 
bursting into tears too often, even by close friends of mine in the 6th grade who grew frustrated 
when I couldn’t handle their playful teasing. I remember thinking of what my dad taught me and 
wondering if maybe the problem was with all the other boys. More often, though, I wished I was 
wired differently. 
My dad was always “the fat funny kid” in the social group growing up, the affable 
goofball with glasses who was unlucky in romance but could always make you laugh. He loved 
playing baseball, despite the fact that he wasn’t good enough to go far with it. Eventually, he 
found his athletic calling in golf, a sport he later coached. But golf wasn’t the type of game that 
earned you many macho-points.  
I think that might be why he got so upset that one afternoon, parked in his pickup truck 
with 11-year-old me in the front seat, when I told him I wanted to quit playing baseball.  
He called me fat and lazy, and he told me I had to keep playing for another year. I was 
gutted.  
I’m ashamed that I still carry this with me. My dad is one of the kindest, most loving 
people I know—and he’s become one of my best friends. I forgave him for that outburst years 
ago. Baseball aside, he was as good a role model for healthy masculinity as you could find in 
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rural southwest Texas. He sure as hell was a better example than some of my other male 
relatives, who I often heard objectifying women, proudly proclaiming their homophobia, and 
making racist comments in jest.  
Sometimes, though, I still feel like that 11-year-old who wanted to quit baseball: ugly, 
slow, worthless, and nowhere close to man-enough. 
 
Hand in hand 
 
 The day I attended my first men’s group, Meghan’s engagement ring arrived in the mail. 
I’m not very superstitious, but this felt like a sign from some greater power.  
 On a cool Wednesday evening, with a folding chair in my trunk and the miniature black 
Maglite flashlight that had been languishing in a drawer since Hurricane Florence in my pocket, I 
hit the road for Hillsborough, North Carolina to meet up with Taylor and one of his men’s 
groups. The only things Taylor asked of me were that I fully engage, and keep anything said in 
the group confidential.  
Half an hour later, I followed four other men—all white, one young-ish, two middle-
aged, and one older man—a few minutes down a muddy path to find Taylor waiting, stoking the 
flames of a small fire he’d built amidst a circle of logs. 
 Around 6:30 p.m., after a little small-talk and a disarming story about farts from one of 
the younger guys, Taylor kicked things off by leading us in an “embodied” exercise (more 
physical activity vs. explicitly talking about your feelings) where we held hands in a circle. 
“Notice how your hand feels,” he said, softly, “and notice how it feels to be holding another 
man’s hand.” 
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 He asked us to verbalize to the man next to us any type of grip adjustments that might 
make us more comfortable. Next, we went around the circle and described what came up for us 
emotionally. I shared that the man holding my right hand looked strikingly like my grandfather 
(albeit with a ponytail).  
It made me think about how I’d never held his hand, and had never seen anyone hold his 
hand. He was typically gruff and cold toward my mom and her eight siblings; he focused more 
on being the breadwinner than any sort of emotional support. I described that dynamic, and the 
way it reminded me of how my mom still carried that emotional baggage with her from feeling 
like she didn’t deserve his affection all those years. 
  
Digital flyer for Taylor Houchens’ weekly men’s group (provided by Taylor Houchens) 
 
The final exercise, which involved taking turns guiding a partner whose eyes were closed 
through the brush and branches along a path around the campsite and then switching roles, was 
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also a physical metaphor we were supposed to derive some insight from. There was time for 
discussion, but we stuck to talking about the exercise. 
 We then locked arms around each other’s shoulders in a circle, thanked one another for 
the time shared, and went our separate ways. No personal introductions, no sharing our hopes, 
dreams, or fears. Just embodied, physical activities designed to stir something up within us, to 
create a sense of vulnerable brotherhood through touch and movement. I left feeling a buzz from 
being welcomed so warmly. That said, I was left wishing we’d been able to share more of 
ourselves. 
 As I drove home, I kept thinking about how Taylor had mentioned visiting a couple of 
men’s groups “where everyone sits in a circle and talks about their feelings.” He said that 
approach wasn’t for him. But maybe something like that would work for me. 
 
Soul man 
               
 Later, I was introduced to Jarod Brown, a 62-year-old former high-end sports car 
mechanic, current high-school auto shop teacher, and a men’s group leader in Charlotte for 
nearly two decades. Jarod, who has kind eyes and an impressive gray ponytail, moved to 
Charlotte in the 80s from California. He told me he met “some real soulful men” who gathered 
weekly to discuss their struggles, what excited them, and everything in between. 
 Jarod was somewhat familiar with the men’s work movement of that era; his father 
worked with some of the forefathers of the 1980s mythopoetic men’s movement, which focused 
on bringing men together to attempt to connect with their allegedly primal masculine nature in a 
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way that promoted emotional availability and opposed violence. It was one of the first 
mythopoets, Shepherd Bliss, who coined the phrase toxic masculinity during that period. 
 Inspired by these “soulful men” and his father, Jarod started his first men’s group in 1991 
in order to create a space where he and other local men could provide each other with emotional 
support. The first group grew large enough, he said, that he encouraged another man to start a 
second, separate group in order to keep the sizes manageable. Over the years, Jarod gained a 
reputation for being a men’s work guru in the Charlotte area. There are seven local groups he’s 
had a hand in starting, with an eighth in the works. Developing an emotionally vulnerable male 
brotherhood is something he’s worked to foster in his community. 
 “I think our culture is missing that,” Jarod said. “When I’m doing this work...my soul is 
telling me this is where I’m supposed to be.” 
  
Jarod Brown’s home studio, where he hosts his men’s group (photo by Schaefer Edwards) 
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As we talked, I grew more comfortable with Jarod. We were discussing my broad ideas 
for this project and how I hoped it could be a valuable addition to the conversation about healthy 
masculinity when, suddenly, he made a direct emotional appeal. 
 “My hope for you,” he told me, with a soulful, warm tinge in his voice, “is that it’s not 
just a research paper. That instead of just being an observer and reporter, that you can actually 
experience being a participant in that paradigm.” 
 
Relax, open, connect 
 
Evryman describes the work they do as “CrossFit for your emotions.” They provide 
training and online infrastructure for men who want to lead men’s groups, and put out a podcast 
with guidance to help men be more in touch with their emotions and promote a healthy, non-
toxic form of masculinity, although that’s only part of the equation. Evryman is a for-profit 
corporation, with a B-Corp certification. The B is for Benefit—to society, that is.  
 The main way Evryman keeps the lights on is by hosting paid men’s retreats. Open 
Source retreats run from Friday evenings through Sunday afternoons in different locations 
around the country, all them close to nature. They also host Men’s Emotional Leadership 
Training (MELT for short), retreats for those who want to learn how to lead men’s groups that 
are more physically and emotionally intense versions of Open Source.  
 Evryman MELT retreats run from $995 to $1,395 to attend, and Open Source events cost 
between $695 and $895 for participants, with higher prices netting you a single room without 
roommates. My registration fee for the Open Source Midwest retreat in Logan, Ohio, cost $767 
after tax. Luckily, I received funding from my university to cover the cost. There isn’t any 
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publicly available research or data to support the efficacy of the Evryman program on their 
website, just lots of glowing reviews from participants and links to positive writeups from 
reporters who’d attended retreats. Similar to Taylor’s rules for engagement with his group, 
Evryman told me I could write about my experience if I maintained confidentiality and was an 
earnest, active participant. 
 When I got to Cedar Grove Lodge in Logan, I didn’t see any Evryman signage; there was 
no giant banner reading ENLIGHTENED MASCULINITY THIS WAY. Sure enough, just 
inside the door was a group of guys hanging out in the kitchen-cum-dining room area, seated on 
barstools and at long tables that were the same shade of yellow hardwood as the floor.  
One man was sitting behind a laptop across the room. He had long brown hair, a short 
beard, and was wearing a beanie. He said his name was Lucas. Lucas checked me in, handed me 
a notebook and a nametag lanyard, and pointed me to my room downstairs. I met my roommate, 
a late-middle-age white man with curly black hair and round, thin-framed glasses, a mechanic 
from Gettysburg, Pennsylvania. This guy was a certified Evryman devotee—this was his second 
Evryman Open Source retreat, and he donates $10 a month to the group. 
After dinner, we all walked down a short gravel road to a bigger building. We were in the 
middle of a wide clearing, surrounded by tall trees. This second building, the main lodge, was 
where we’d do most of our activities. It had high ceilings and cold concrete floors, with 25 white 
folding chairs assembled in a circle in the center of the room.  
 We each took a seat. The 24 other men surrounding me were all white, except for two. At 
29 years old, I was on the younger side of the crowd—only around five of us looked to be under 
30, with the rest of the group pretty evenly split between guys under and over 40. On the 
opposite side of the circle to me, the five Evryman representatives sat side by side, all white men 
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seemingly in their late thirties to early forties. Four introduced themselves as the group 
facilitators for the weekend. We then learned that the last of them, Lucas, was Evryman’s CEO.  
Dan, the weekend's head facilitator, told us that the retreat had four goals: that every man present 
“has a life-changing experience,” leaves more “in touch with who you are,” leaves with practical 
and useful tools to use back home, and that we “create a palpable and deep sense of brotherhood” 
over the weekend.  
 
Open Source Retreat promotional materials from Evryman.com 
 
He asked us to take ownership of every emotion we were feeling when we shared during 
activities and to never minimize or diminish them (“Don’t say ‘I’m feeling a little sad’—say 
‘I’m feeling sad.’ “), and to try and stick to five “basic” emotions for simplicity: fear, sadness, 
anger, shame, and joy.  
Dan also explained a guiding acronym that would be a recurring theme for the weekend’s 
work: ROC—Relax, Open, and Connect. 
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Face to face 
  
We started with a short, guided meditation—we slowed our breathing, focusing on our 
bodies. Then we were off to the races. 
 The first group exercise had us walking around in a big, amorphous blob while making 
eye contact with each man we passed. At certain points, Dan asked us to stop and pair up with 
the last man we’d made eye contact with. We then were told to stand face-to-face, scoot close 
enough to where it felt a tad uncomfortable, maintain eye contact, and take turns sharing 
responses to the prompt “If you really knew me, you’d know that…” After each man took his 
turn, we’d repeat the walking routine, find a new partner, and go through other prompts—”What 
I’m afraid to tell you is…” , “If I had no limits…” , and “What lights me up…” 
 I had plenty to share with my partners: 
“If you really knew me, you’d know I want to be a dad...If you really knew me, you’d 
know that I’m scared I won’t do a good job at it.” 
 “What I’m afraid to tell you is that I’m a writer. What I’m afraid to tell you is I’m scared 
I’ll fail my family when they need me.” 
 “If I had no limits, I’d be a great husband and father.” 
 “What lights me up is my girlfriend. What lights me up is our cat, Sabrina.” 
 I was amazed at how quickly getting that up-close and personal with a stranger and 
sharing so openly created such a sense of comfort. I felt safe to share my entire self, safer than I 
feel with even most of my closest male friends, because despite our closeness, I still worry that 
they’d feel uncomfortable if I were to share all my hopes, fears, and dreams with them. It was 
liberating to have permission not to hold back, and to know I was surrounded by men coming 
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from the same place of openness in search of connection. It was empowering to feel that I could 
help create that same sense of warmth for others.  
 Next, we split into three small groups. Mine consisted of myself and seven other men, 
including both Dan and Ben, another facilitator. Each man, facilitators included, took turns 
sharing the feelings that came up from the exercise. Dan and Ben served as guides, asking 
questions and giving prompts to help each of us hone in on those emotional responses and how 
they were affecting our bodies. (“Slow down a bit.” “Stay with that feeling.”) Sometimes they 
did so with questions. (“Where in your body are you feeling that?”) Other times, with a short 
sigh of encouragement followed by a short pause. Once each man was done sharing, we ended 
by saying “aho,” which the small group echoed back in unison. The word aho, we were told, was 
“borrowed” from the Native American tradition. They told us it roughly translates to “I hear you, 
and I see you.” It felt like a New Age “amen,” strong and primal. 
 I waited until nearly all the other men had spoken before I took my turn. Even in the 
afterglow of the last exercise, I was still scared to admit I was a writer. With sweaty palms, I told 
my group that I was a journalist. I admitted I was afraid to say so out of fear that it might harm 
the group dynamic because knowing that might make them skeptical of my intentions and 
earnestness, or that they might not feel like they could share as fully as they needed. My voice 
was shaking, and I was on the verge of tears. 
 One by one, they told me my plan to write about this retreat didn’t make any difference to 





Into the fire 
 
 The next 36 hours were a whirlwind. We started at 7 a.m. Saturday with an hour-plus of 
Qi Gong, a Chinese practice that combines breathwork, yoga, and active meditation, which our 
facilitator Nathan told us would get us warmed up for the emotional day ahead. Later, we did a 
meditation exercise that took us on a mental journey through our lives and into the future as we 
envisioned everyone we were on this retreat for and our ideal futures with our loved ones. I was 
moved to tears as I pictured Meghan, now my wife, surrounded by both of our families and our 
grown children, a boy and a girl. 
 Next was another small group session. This time, we were encouraged to chime in and 
push our fellow men a bit further into their experience the same way our facilitators were doing. 
During my time, I tried to articulate my fear of someday failing my family when I needed to be 
there for them most, but the way I did so frustrated one of my group members, a middle-aged, 
tall, fit man who gave off an intimidating, aggressive energy. He told me he thought my response 
was “bullshit,” and that I was using “pretty words” as a crutch to avoid getting to the heart of 
what was really bothering me. 
 I was furious. I told him how angry that made me, my voice quavering. But in the midst 
of that, it reminded me of something I’m not proud of: the fact that I have a desperate need to be 
liked by everyone around me, even people I think are assholes.  
Dan grabbed onto this, realizing this was an entry point to go deeper. He asked me if I 
loved myself. I said I thought I did, but also shared how much I crave validation from others, and 
how that provides a lot of my sense of self-worth. 
He kept pushing. 
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“If you had to live on the moon, all by yourself, what would make you happy?” he asked. 
 I took a few breaths. I could feel the tension in my gut. My heart was racing. 








 The frustration and hurt I felt in the morning quickly evaporated into joy. The rest of the 
day involved a playful game of tag in the backyard, an exhilarating drum circle where I had the 
chance to lead a communal rhythm, and an evening talent show where I sang a Taylor Swift love 
song, unafraid to look like a fool. 
 Sunday afternoon, we gathered for our final small-group sessions. I wasn’t sure going in 
what I would use that space to work through, but what came up were some things that kept 
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cropping up in the back of my head. I shared how during Qi Gong, when I was leading the drum 
circle, and when I turned beet-red singing Taylor Swift, I felt this thrilling sense of physicality, 
the undeniable sensation that I was truly present. It made me realize how often I was missing that 
feeling in my everyday life. 
 The truth is sometimes when I’m all alone, I feel like I dissociate from my body, like I’m 
watching a movie of my life instead of actually living it. I shared with the group that when I 
started to think about whether or not I really love myself, I’d started to realize those feelings of 
dissociation may be related to my body-image issues, and that my craving for external validation 
was wrapped up in there too. Through the emotional work we’d done over the past two days, I 
was finally able to start processing how these feelings were all connected. 
 Dan asked me to stand in the middle of the circle with the rest of our small group. They 
all stood and faced me. The instructions Dan gave me were simple: look each man in the eye and 
tell them something I love about myself. 
 It was one of the hardest things I’ve ever had to do. 
 And once I was done, when I’d already felt like I had scraped the barrel, he asked me to 
do it again. I don’t think I realized the depth of my self-esteem issues until that moment, but that 
exercise simultaneously put them front and center and kickstarted the healing process. Once my 
second lap was complete, each man in the circle told me something positive they saw in me. 
 I felt seen. I felt whole. I burst into joyful tears, and threw my arms around each one of 





Facing the future 
 
 I lost count of how many hugs I gave and received during those three days in early March 
2020. But if I had any idea then of just how scary the world would become, any inkling of just 
how isolated we’d all find ourselves in only a few short weeks due to the ominous threat of the 
novel coronavirus, I would have hugged twice as long and three times as hard. Now, I often think 
of the men I met at the retreat. I think about the partners they talked about wanting to support 
more fully, the children they discussed with such loving warmth, and the people in their lives for 
whom they went out on a limb and chose to put their whole selves out there in an attempt to 
become better, emotionally healthier men. 
 After our final small group session that Sunday afternoon, we had one more activity with 
the members of the same group. Instead of the typical sharing circles we’d been taking part in, 
this round was meant to help each of us come up with a “work statement,” a short, succinct, 
powerful mantra that each man would take home to serve as an affirmational foundation for the 
work they have ahead. We workshopped our statements with each other, taking cues from what 
each man shared about their goals for the weeks and months to come. 
 I wanted my statement to reflect that I was done feeling like a ghost in the back of the 
theater, watching my life playing out onscreen. I wanted to affirm that I am here—that I am 
going to come through when it matters for the people I love. I wanted my statement to reflect 
that all of me is valid, more than “man-enough,” and that all of my laughter, joy, tears, and pain 
are the sources of the strength I know I can harness to protect and uplift the people I love. 
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 So, when it’s late at night, after another day of terrifying news, after another record-
setting death tally that stretches the limits of my comprehension, once I’ve wiped the tears from 
my face, I lock eyes with my reflection in the mirror, and tell him: 













Through researching and reporting this project, I’ve learned a tremendous amount about 
masculinity, both as social phenomenon and as it relates to my own life experience. 
Going into my research process, I had a basic understanding that gender is a social 
construct dictated by societal norms, but I didn’t yet realize just how significant the day-to-day 
performance of gender by individuals who feel pressured to conform to those norms is in the 
perpetuation of those norms on a societal level. 
Learning about the concept of traditional masculinity ideology as opposed to and in 
conjunction with toxic masculinity was rather enlightening. I’ve realized just how important it is 
to make that distinction clear when possible. One of the main ways critics of the very concept of 
toxic masculinity misunderstand the issue is that they perceive any mention of toxicity as it 
relates to masculinity as a binary judgment that renders the verdict that masculinity itself is 
inherently a negative societal force, when the reality is that toxic masculinity is the result of the 
overemphasis of specific behaviors that align with traditional masculinity ideology. 
On a related note, I believe that besides providing the most accurate definition of toxic 
masculinity, outlining the specific factors of traditional masculinity ideology that when 
overemphasized become harmful (such as aggression, stoicism, domination, and the rejection of 
femininity) is an important step in correcting the misunderstandings about toxic masculinity that 
those who question its existence have. I’ve learned that it’s also important to acknowledge the 
existence of positive, prosocial masculine behavior when discussing the ways that masculinity 
manifests itself in everyday life. 
It won’t be possible for modern society to come together to diminish the influence of 
toxic masculinity, diminish the power of patriarchy and hegemonic masculinity, and to 
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recalibrate what types of male behavior are rewarded by society unless we’re able to bring those 
naysayers on board with understanding that acknowledging the truth that some aspects of 
traditional masculinity can have a negative impact when they’re overemphasized above and 
beyond all other aspects does not entail a wholesale rejection of masculinity.  
Of course, there’s no denying that there are parts of society whose opposition to female-
empowerment and deep-seated identification with the patriarchal structure of modern society 
result in their blanket refusal to earnestly evaluate the differing values and potential harms of 
various masculine norms, but that doesn’t mean there aren’t lots of people who currently identify 
strongly with all aspects of traditional masculinity ideology who could be persuaded to think 
about masculinity from a more critical perspective given the right circumstances and given 
persistent education and outreach efforts. 
It’s undeniable that throughout modern civilized history, there are widely accepted ideas 
about the ways that men should and shouldn’t behave in order to be considered “real men.” That 
said, masculinity is not a monolith. Manhood and the ideals associated with it vary based on 
race, class, religion, sexual orientation, and gender identity. Through my reporting for this 
project, I’ve also come to a deeper understanding about how these factors influence the different 
ways men exercise and display their masculinity in society. I’ve also learned how demographic 
factors can dictate and limit what avenues men have available to them to prove their masculinity, 
which can result in an increased likelihood that men in marginalized groups turn to more harmful 
ways to express manhood, including both behaviors that are externally harmful (violence, 
aggression, homophobia, and misogyny) and internally harmful (extreme stoicism, reluctance to 
seek help, and risk-taking behavior). 
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My exploration of male sports culture provided some more concrete examples of societal 
structures that perpetuate stereotypical, traditional aspects of proper masculine behavior and can 
indoctrinate the boys who are exposed to and immersed in those structures into internalizing 
those limited definitions of what a correct expression of masculinity is and is not. I also gained a 
better understanding of the pivotal role that male mentors play in shaping the understanding of 
what proper masculinity looks like in the boys they work with, and the power that mentors like 
sports coaches have to either reinforce traditional conceptions of masculinity or to push against 
those traditions in favor of a broadened, more inclusive, more expansive definition of acceptable 
masculinity.  
I was also encouraged to see multiple examples of more dynamic approaches to 
mentoring boys through coaching that make a concerted effort to teach boys about the 
importance of authentic emotional expression and to discourage them from avoidant behaviors 
such as refusing to acknowledge or express negative emotions to the point that they either 
manifest in anger or become externalized through alternative, harmful avenues like violence, 
self-harm, and an aversion to seeking help. 
On a more personal level, my examination of and participation in different forms of 
men’s work was extremely valuable in helping me experience firsthand alternative forms of 
expressing masculinity that are not in conflict with the practice of being emotionally open and 
available. It was an empowering experience to feel that I was able, just through my very presence 
and decision to listen to and support other men earnestly and authentically, to help them feel 
more comfortable in their own skin and aid them in actualizing a sense of healthy emotional 
expression that reinforces a positive, prosocial, healthy conception of masculinity. 
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I also gained a deeper understanding and a greater realization of how my personal 
struggles over the years fit into the bigger picture of how boys and men are negatively impacted 
by the pressure to conform to a narrow, traditional mode of masculinity. At the onset of this 
project, I was acutely aware of some of the traditional norms of masculinity and already realized 
that I didn’t personally identify with them. I’ve realized that I mistakenly assumed that this 
basic-level of self-awareness meant that I had successfully gotten over and moved on from the 
pain caused by internalizing the alleged importance of conforming to this stymied definition of 
authentic masculinity, when in reality, that’s far from the truth. I’ve come to terms with the fact 
that I’m still struggling to figure out how best to navigate the world as a man and which aspects 
of traditional masculinity are worth emulating. 
Although it’s been emotionally taxing to consciously reexamine my life and how my 
experiences grappling with masculinity over the years have played a role in my personal 
development, it’s also been extremely rewarding. I’ve come to a fuller understanding of who I 
am, and have learned some powerful tools to help myself continue to grow and be the strong, 
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